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PADUCAH, KY., FRIDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 4„1907

VOL. XXII NO.79

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

Indian Mutiny. WILLSON'S AUDIENCE LARGER ROOSEVELT MAKES
PRESERVING OUR !QUARREL OVER A POTATO
11-IA1 THE ONE THAT GREETED FINE IMPRESSION
PATCH RESULTS IN FARMER
RESOURCES NOW
GOV. BECKHAM AND JAMES THROUGH VALLEY
WOUNDING HIS NEIGHBOR
MOST IMPORTANT
Calcutta, Oct. 4.—Coming as the
direct result of agitation for self rule
for India, an uprising of students last
night, culminating in an assault on

Roosevelt Talks at Memphis
on Waterways, Forests. Irrigation. Land Reclamation
and Internal l'olicies of Govmen t.

S.

4

police when 50 officers were Injured
has aroused great fear that the lone
dreaded Indian mutiny may be
hand. Other bloody riots are expect

Mose Butler Comes to Paducah to
Have His Wounds Dressed and
SOME RAILROADS
Tells Story of Trouble.
PAY 100 PER CENT
MORE THAN PRICE
eft

Discards all Pretense at Tricks
Republican Standard Bearer Lays of oratory. But Devotes Attention to Emphasis and Did
Bare Abuses of Present State
fillet ness— Wastes no Word
in Vain Effect
Regime.

TALK TEEMS WITH EPIGRAMS.
P.11tDON REColetle
parof
out
wiping
the
for
Pleading
In a quarrel over a small patch ot cause I had no contract. This occurred
altirtier
ty prejudices and for a return to the
potatoes this morning in Livingston before Sunday, and on the Sabbath
Slam-laughter
wheu Kentucky was
days
old
good
was
I
morning
This
words.
had
we
( St a if Cerrespo ndence )
county, one mile from Ciark's river,
. .
Carrying weapon .
governed by patriets-who knew only
Memphis, Oct. 4.—A magnificent and about five miles from Paducah, repairing the fence within 20 feet of
Ill., Oct. 4.- -111,: Mississippi
Cairo,
.
l'utting and shooting
ditty, who knew not the meaning of
welcome was egtended go President Muse Butler was shot in the left arm my house when Owens walked up
]alley is for Roosevelt. And Roose'is
nuaim‘t ii
Crime%
E.
Augustus
Hon.
the
graft,
the
word
Roosevelt here today. Mayor Malone and leg by Puryear Owens, who is with two tin pails on his left arm and
velt is for the Illeelssippi valley.
Burglary
New York, Oct. 4.—With his rev- Willson was forced to bring his
and the reception committee, includ- a fugitive.
a coat slung over his right a:rn. We
This is IlOi a
mere assumption
.auuiIsl
lug
how the Standard speech to a close in a rain that had
ing General Luke E. Wright, met'i
Butler came to Paducah this morn- talked a while and Owens became an- elations shower'
based on his word aud apparent sin‘"inhithig Sunday closing
torrents.
.
In
fall
to
almost
begun
Jersey,
New
of
forces
company,
Oil
and
the president at island, No. 40,
ing_at II o'clock, two hours after the gry, calling me names. I saw a neat)
terity of h!s manner. No man could
Restoration% to citizenship
More than 1,509 people had gathescorted him to the wharf, where he shootieg and related the facts in Dr. collie from the coat he was holding 97 per cent of the railroads to buy
'A 11111 ss the parade of that great mer.
Paroles
e
passed under the arch of honor. The J. W. Pentiley's office, while his arm over his arm and hand. I felt a sting from it their lubricating oil, some ered at the speaker's *tend at Fifth
(ham fleet, see the throng of enthuKentucky avenue last
parade was the greatest ever seen was being dressed. He said:
in my arm, another shot went through eaeleg lull per cent more than ode- Street and
elastic iti-ople and feel the warmth
2,1113
Total
unrewell
wee
B.
apostle
of
the
Kellogg,
hear
Frank
After
to
'es,
great
night
in Memphis. The deep waterways
"I leased a patch of ground to my pants leg, grazing my skin.
of that hospeable welcome he reder way in his plan to expose the re- form in Kentucky polities, and not- meeting convened this morniug. This Owens for potatoes. He lives on a filing once more. he fled."
ceivt d yesterday at-Cairo. and not be
afternoon President Roosevelt ad- farm adjoining mine, and when it
Dr. leendley found Butler's arm bro lationship of,the oil trust with the withstanding that a rain began to fall down and supplanted by a ring of po- profoulidly and lastingly ins pressed.
deemed the delegates and others.
came time to work the potatoes he ken, the bill/et haring peneti•ated the transportatio. companies. As the before the speaker had been intro. litical tricksters who had their own
There is something about the.siHe said in part:
did me wish to do his q.hare of tte. wrist bone. Both men are about 4t, federal court couns41 in the suit to duced and made hie preliminary re- personal advancement in view,
lent,
releneesie sweep of a great river
"The Mississippi valley is a mag- work. I went to a stagistrate. who years o4. and have families in Liv- disclose the Standard Oil company of marks, not even one of the goodly
You know th thing that now pa- that stirs the emotions. The waiting
"e
New Jersey, be charges that a uni- number of ladles, who were present,
nificent empire in size and fertility told rue that I could do nothing, be- ingston county.
st Franktoit in Democracy's erowds, the floating banners, the
form roster% of discrimination in left until Mr. Willson had ceased to rathIt is beter adapted to tee developbreeches is not good rid fashioned line of military, the white hulled
=
any
conthan
speak.
of
Rockefeller',
rates in favser
ment of inland navigation
Democracy of which toti were .hydly s.earners---a dozen of them lying fulcern was in. use up to 1905. when
Mr. Willson was introdueed by Mr. proud." satd he addressiug the Bern- te
manned at the wharf--and the
was ate James P. Smith, Republican nominee
it
because
stopped
were
they
ocrats in the audience.
7:1:etrhevr:11::e i1n2,:t:eni:lill:11(1)ifisp-h:treerIbusy stir of the little harbor tugs,
way now more or less fully navigalatent they would be made public for mayor. The fine public appear"Suppose that Thomas Jefferson or turned for the occasion into police
but that many such rates exist now. ance of Mr. Smith was greeted with
ble, and the conditions are so fewerAndrew Jachson were (speaking from eatroht, added an air of expectancy.
able that it will be easy to increase
uproarous applause from the great
this stand tonight and should seer youlehich the river was to fulfill. Then,
audience, and it was several minutes
the extent of navigable waterways to
as if to carry out in detail the effect
canal
by
degree
to proceed
before he was allowed
almost any required
ot magic, while the cannons boomed
(Contieued on Page Four.)
with the introduction of the speaker
'station. Early in our industrial hisa salute of 21 guns, there was a blure e•
of the evening.
tory thie valley was the seat of the
of black smoke, as the flotilla turned
in
expressing
appreciation
navigation
his
After
inland
of
development
v lett ing sea&
7-that-a eget red Otsetnen-na
c
(rsTeeTdigfe-Or 111-TiTifthe United states,._.
!. •
to the units of the president's fleet
physicians at Reerside hospital for clidney by the large audience who had
"in wealth of natural resources no
-Mayfield, Ky., Oct. 4. (Special.)
Unsuccessful mu chartering a boat
with the Mississippi leading, and the
the next three months, selected by come out on such a threatening night,
kingdom o Europe can compare with
and the failure of arrival of a na- Two accidents marred the latter part the board of directurte
others ranging in three limes bethe
up
took
Willson
record
of
Mr.
region
the
and
valleypie
the Mlsala
Santiago de Cuba. Oct. 4. Captional °Meer. are the reasons report- of the day yesterday at the fair
Surgical, Dts. C. M. Seiler and P. the present administration and ex'hind, and the harbor patrols running
the great lakes, taken toaroun
deferring organization of a grounds during the running races. H. Stewart.
for
ed
lain
Dougherty, of the Rurales, will fussily about, an impudent excursion
Inconsistencies
and
glaring
the
Posed
gether, and in poeulation this huge
Medical. Dr. J. B. Acme and S. B. extravagances of government under investigate the disappearance of 1,0
Farrneoe Exchange. Original plans Jockey Murphy was thrown from his
teoenr aes steam
inbale
grig
p
dtun
,1.1t isYt',Irtit ilg
1 u.1
11:1:t
Jenne plain already surpasses all
were fur organization of the exchange mount and knocked senseless in a Pulllam.
the
.
in
by
him
left
iwenty
prisoners
the
regime.
Beckham
Eurolargest
the
of
ea4 one or two
at Birmingham tomorrow, but neither tweedier manner in front of the grand
Gentle Urinate, Dr. J. 1). Robertcharge of Cuban officers. There isl Sharpl outlined and solitary on
In this empire a
pean kingdoms
Just State Issues.
"J. S." or "Buttorff" could be stand, and Jockey Snow (colored) son.
strong Suspicion that the prieonereithe forward desk of the Mleelseippi
masterful the
he
peculiarly stalwart and
"National politics shoti'll not
Obstetrice, Dr. B. B. Griffith.
chartered, and there being no other was trampled by a green home and
were given machete. If proven. the the preldent's stock) figure was eu--people finds itself In the suroundings
Eye f•I' and i1114(., Dr. C. E. pur. consklered in the present campaigh
boats ebtainable, the matter was de- severely hurt. Murphy was just getoff,•nders will be severely dealt with fly made one Solidly planted, erect.
beet fitted for the full development
"The
Willson.
Mr.
this
the
year."
said
with
barrier
the
from
away
yell.
clered off for a time, l'util the ar- ting
and attentive. ho looked like the
of its powers andefaeultiee. There
questione to be decided are purely
rival of a national officer Isom De- bunch, when the enappine rubbeTheodore Roosevelt of the magazines
has been a great growth in the valley
cue
ones of business. The state is
troit, Mich.. one who has been or- caught hint around the neck, dragand :he -Teddy- of the cartooes. The
of manufacturing centers; the moveyouth'and
Institution
businehe
great
WI
He
horse.
the
from
bins
ging
the
thosiothout
exchanges
ganizing
sight he witnessed from the 'steamment is good if it does not go too
people, are the stockholders. In No
heavily and never stirred until he was
country and who Is thoroughly
host deck mute hare reeaid hint as
far: but I most certainly hope that
•
i
to
be
vember
will
called
upon
you
with the work, nothing will be picked up. lie will recover. Young
well as the trip to Cairo did the exthe.
this region as a whole will remain
and
directors
a
elect
board of
Ship raieenters, renpeeed at the eursionists.
done towards organisatio: here, it is Snow was on a green horse, which
The
agricultural.
predominantly
question is whether you will continue
to
him
threw
It
with
him.
away
ran
stated.
Marines Railway company
Indeed, he said, in one of the inpeople who live in the country disthe old board of directore, who have Paducah
the track and stepped on his leg, only
Central Body Met.
Paducah Dry Docks company, Ayer & frequent outbursts of extemporanegiven
and
spent
tricts, and who till the small or
money
lavishly
your
night Central Labor Union bruising it severely.
Last
out the clerkships for the furthering Lord private docks and West Ken- ous confidences in whieh he indulges
medium-sized farms on which they
met in regular session but transacted
of their own personal interests, or tuck)" Coal company private docks, in the course of his get epeechesi
live, Make up what Is on the whole
no businesit of public interest. The
wheteer you will elect a new set of have demanded an increase of 50 "The president gets more good out
the most valuable asset in our na&mantle of ship carpents re have not
directors that promise to gi ve you an cents per day for nine hours' work of these %kits over the country, then
tional life. There can be just as real
been reported to the body and will
.and if the bosses do nut give a fa‘or- do the people of the section which he
economical management.
progrees and culture in the country
be unless complications arise in
not
Benton, Ky., Oct. 4. (Special.)
"Time was when, with either par- able answer by 'Monday, a general vielts."
as In the city: especiatly in these days
the fight just launched.
wife of the post- ty choosing ifs best men, there was walkout will result. There are about.
ot rural free delivery. trelleys, bierMr. Russell Page and Miss Martha, Mrs. J. H. Ford.
Roosevelt is an odd mixture of Onmaster of Benton. died last midnight nothing to be lost by the election of 225 carpenters employed at the four
cies, telephones, good roads and
Can't: of Rossington, were married
path nee, abruptness and courtesy.
Monte and the ('hurt-h.
I pin rite.
Magistrate after a lingering illness, and was either."
school improvements. The valley of
at Metropolis by
today
He had no more than blurted out the
Wisconsin
4.Oct.
o'clock
Wis.,
2
Oshkosh,
at
afternoon
this
burled
show
Os
Then Mr. Willson went on
the Mississippi Is politically and comThomas Liggett. They were accomformal introduction of his speeeh
connew
a
adopted
place
Congressionalists
at
Christook
the
funeral
that the old time Bern's-racy and tio
mercially more important than any
panied by Mr. E. Martin and Miss The
than he turned his back on the austitution and changed the name of
tian church. the Rev. W. T. 'Mc- old time Democrats had been turn 1
it
Mary Barrett.
dience. seized a chair, planted
other valley On the face of the globe
today. Prof. George
Gowan offieiating. •
Here more than anywhere else will be the state body
where he had stood and mounted It
UniverNorthwestern
the
Dies.
of
Wells
Coe,
Mrs.
A
dtermined the future of the United
so that he rose two feet higher be-declared that
Mrs. Andrew Wells, 75 years old
State and indeed of the whole west- sity at Evanston.. III.,
EUROPE
fore the audience.
new
the
The
W.
Rev.
J.
Cantrell,
life was
died here this morning at 9 o'clock
ern world and the type of civiliza- the weakest spot in church
M. E.
pastor of Mechanicsburg
"I saw some or you vtanding on
asserted
he
Itself,
and
her
of
son-In-law
residence
home
the
the
at
In
tion reached in this mighty valley, in
to- your tip toes," he said simply, his
city
this
in
arriv;
will
church,
chiltheir
teach
was
should
Wells
Mrs.
Howard.
parents
that
D.
Dr. C.
this vast stretch of country lying bemorrow and will take' up the work voice squealing when he said "tip,''
the whole
4.—Speeches by a native of Calloway county and the
London, Oct.
tween the Alleghenies and the Rock- dren religion and not leave
Mr. on aecount of hoarseness.
tiromptly in his new church.
the
At
school.
take
Sunday
States
anti
place
old
her
the
at
will
to
funeral
burden
in
United
the
Roosevelt
will
gulf,
the
and
ies, the great lakes
eantrell's family probably will not
One gets no more from hearing
§unday
a
advocated
utterhe
home.
sensational
and
time,
Japan
in
Taft
-ame
largely flu the type of civilization
'metill the first of next week.
oottevelt's set speeches than from
along the Ilees ances of some newspapers have refor the whole western hemisphere school system molded
Services Sunday will be Sunday reading them, except the gwentine
Already, as our history shows, the of the public schemes with paid expert vived interest in the plan for the
front
W- t5 a. ne; Junior League, 2 sincerity of tone, which only is necsea
school
power
America's
of
teachers.
moving
po.
west has determined our national
League, 7 p. in, Preach- essary to utterly convince his public..
Senior
m.;
p.
Pacific.
the
to
Atlantic
the
Mica! development, and the funda•
Roosevelt has no giaces of .form,
ing by.the pastor at 10:45 a. no and
Mother Wititese .Againet Son.
mental principle of present American
Mu, ay , ley . (let. 4.- (Suerial.)—
His
carriage, manner or tone.
8
P..
origwas
equality,
vepolities, political
Chicago. Oct. 4,--The special
Drizzling rain prevented the open air
gestures are exclusively for emphainally a western idea.
nire from which will be drawn the jumeeting here. this afternoon, bet A.
sis and as a rule involuntar). When
"The wonderful variety of resourc- rors to try Michael Casey for the
Seven prominent doctors, accone E. Willson, c.andidate for goverttor
he is in earnest he seems to te• phyes in different portions of the valley murder of his brother. John. was orpaned Mayor D. A. Yeiser and City I. speaking in the court room to a
sically Its earnest. and he enlists every
trinsportation
make the demand for
dered today by Judge Keratone. Mrs.
was introduced
fibre and muscle of his body In the
Mr. Stephen Pool, of the Paducah Engineer L. A. Washington, this large audience. He
Margaret Brennan, aged mother of
the morning to Madisonville to give ex- by A. D. Thompson, a well known
company, claims
supreme effort to make hin:
Undertaking
(e'intinued on Page Six.)
both teen, will be principal.
Theie %ill he a miscue lug of th, Alva Phatie. And he succeeds.
distinction of furnishing the white pert testimony in a damage suit. They Democrat. Capt. Edwin Farley and
are ordinance committee tonight for the
He Is No Orator.
horses and driver to draw President are a:1 summoned by the defense, and Mr. F. M. Fisher, of Paducah.
Adler Denies Land Frauds.
Yesterday a as my first eqiportunity
Roosevelt's carriage at Cairo rester- few knew exactly what would be ex- here. On account of the independent purpose of passing on several ordiwho
Milwaukee. Wis. Oct. 4 —B. Frank
before
the
leglelature,
the
presented
na.nees to be
candidate for
to watch the presider]: deliver an
day. Fritz Kattler did the driving. pected of them.
vele One important address. I have gotten up at unAdler, a wealthy manufacturer, of
Those in the part',were: Mayor will poll a big vote. Calloway county boards next
Cairo representatives *rho came to
There measure is the building inspector or- earthly hours, after working all night
Milwaukee, on the witness stand in
Paducah to engage homes promised D. A. Yeieer. Crty Engineer L. A. Demorray seems to be split.
registra- dinance, 75 pages in length.
the cage against the Federal ('eti! and
to tell the public how 'Roosevelt CRITIO
every local undertaker to OFF` his Washington, Drs. Frank Boyd, D. G.. was the same apathy toward
with land
Democrats In this
Iron company, charged
The ordinance committee will meet In. I have paraded with hint and
ehite span of horses. Because of Murrell, John Randolph Rogers Mar- tion shown by the
chargthe
noted all over tonight in regular session to audit have stood at the tellend of his train
frauds in Colorado, denied
promiscuous promisea no one but Mr. maduke Dillon. of New Orleans; Hor- county, thte has been
is
etc,.
All 'bilis
bills, accounts.
es made against him in the indictace T. Rivers. J. Q. Taylor, and J. T. the state.
Pool ventured to fill the bile
ments. Mr. Adler admitted that he
Mr. Willson will speak at Benton must be In before tonight it credReddick.
(Continued on Page Six.)
Guest of George
itors expet pay In two weeks.
v.as elected president of the company
"These doctors are going up to tomorrow.
when it was formed, and that he drop
THE WEATHER.
—
testify In the damage suit, and I am
in This
lied the plans which were 'then pregolug up' to testify as to their. good
pared soon after beeause he feared
character," declared Mayor Yelser. "I
they were In violation of the law.
do not know what is wanted of the
city engineer. however."
I.ove fora comrade with whom he
Goicon•ig. Ill., Oct. 4. ISpresial.1---•
Velem Democrats; Nominate.
had fought in the Spanish-American
The suit to be tried is one instiBanks, a citizen of Hardin
Henry
San Francisco. Cal., Oct. 4.--The war and had nursed in the hospital
Buchtuted many years ago by Ed
late night after a cannon hall had torn his comwas killed here pestercounty,
.Ky.,
Democratic convention
anan against the Illinois Central fie
,
ariw ea
e
e,ohee eat•hhiilee soirin
irlaacyfs afternoon
nominator Dr. Edward Robeson Tay- rade's arm away, prompted Corporal
$2,000 for personal injuries sustainhorses, lie
lor for mayor, and William H. Lang- Frank K. Morgan. of Co. 21, Twentyan
from
Central
-Illinois
falling
ed in
ikmwked down and trampled by the
don, the present incumbent, for dile first coAst artIlley. to travel all the
engine. Dr. Dilltin was then resident
animal.
Arict attorney. Several Republicans way from Fort Whipple, Ariz., to Paphysician In the Illinois Central hosThe platform ducah to see George Fickiln, of 1640
were given places.
pital. Drs. Murrell and Taylor are
Will Annul Keeley.] Fare.
strongly commends the work of the Clay street.
now connected with the hospital and
The streets of Paducah present a land boarding houses crowded, while
Pa.. Oct. 4. --It 16 unPittsburg.
bribery and graft prosecution.
The two soldiers enlisted in the
city
in
Washington
the
Engineer
-few
families
are
had lack of color today, the last of the there
at the time
same company it the outbreak of the
that have not entertained visitors derstood in Pittsburg that pending
just severed conneetions with the
delegates to the K. tf P. grand lodge on each of the occasions, A remark- the decision of the Pennsylvania suLast of Crew Reeeued.
war and during the fight at San Juan
engineering department of the road.
,Kilrush. Oct. 4.—Nine men, the
Ieleklin was Wounded. All the
speeting having re timed to their able fact in connection with the visit preme court on the Dunsmore 2 cent
last of the crew of the 13 on the time his comrade was in the hospital
homes, and for the first time in al- Of FO many people to the ,city that fare bill the Pennsylvania railroad
of Passengers,
Call
Close
schooner Leo, which went on The Morgan attended him during his
a month there are no vititors barring a few instasioge Of 'grafting will ennui the extra fere on fast
Aehtabuia. 0 . Oct. I - •-A trolley most
rocks Wednesday, were taken off to- hours off duty.
During the special events en (Irene day., not a single case of train* betwben Pittsburg and Chhiathyithe_city.
pmmengex.
r
lumped
• Irtrittn recovered- -he wise
day. It-Airtimrtittot if al)-recoversOlitotge
ltihr MeelT
pocket, • Or 'dlirdifflererliP--‘ The 14tle'
weeks PadUcah has less
few
past
track and ran toward the edge of the,onSe
dieeherited and returned home, while
of visitors gnat-siting has beep reported.. In faet excess fare of $1 an hour for each
thousands
entertained
was
of
car
part
the
viednet. The fore
Morgan continued in the eery:re Afhour clipped from a twenty-eight
Root Is Honored.
k The Modern Woodmen of America the period ban been an extrerneo
hanging over the viaduct when
Mexico City. Oct. 4.—Secretary of ter Wending a few weeks' vacation
echeduie between New York and
hour
an
not
and
etInegikt.
ette
e
tr
tu
circles
e
te
e
a
re
ret
ientned
police
in
one
dull
stopped the car.hit a trolley pole. just
State Root has been elected a mem- Corporal Morgan CO reinlist in the
-the extra man was added to the force Chicago, the extra fare on the ehraces,
horse
a
foot
from
100
cooler
and
cloudy
passengers
tonight
Partly
s.avIne the
tee,: holt • *pedal being $10.
ber of the Mexican Academy of Juris- coast artillery service at the local reK. of P. meeting have kopt.Uto hotois during the Om.
fall.
ieruitIng station under Captain Rood. and Saturday.
prudence and legial‘tion.

GREATEST PEOPLE IN

WORLD.

EXCHANGE PLANS TWO JOCKIES ARE
DEFERRED UNTIL INJURED DURING
RIVERSIDE HOSPITAL STAFF
OFFICERS ARRIVE MAYFIELD RACES

CUBAN PRISONERS FREE.

S.

SHIP CARPENTERS.

MRS J H FORD
DIES AT BENTON
MRS. WELLS DIES

ROSSINGTON COUPLE.

NEW PASTOR COMING.

INTERESTED.

DRIZZLING RAIN
DRIVES WILLSON
INTO COURT ROOM

GOING TO TESTIFY IN
OLD DAMAGE SUIT

USED PADUCAH HORSES.

BUILDING ORDINANCE.

COMES TO SEE COMRADE
WHOM HE HAD NURSED

Corporal Frank Morgan the
Ficklin
City.

Carnival Season of Gaiety in
Paducah is Over and Last of
Visitors Have Left the City

hir

CLOUDY

HARDIN MAN KILLED.

e

;AIE 11.4-.DUCAttiltv'MING SIPA:

Fitt I)I V, OCTOBER -I.

ly to literature in Cairo. There
other pleasures which occupy
public mind.
"Do they play poker In this part
of the world " asked some one of
Congressman Pleas Chapman who
represents Egypt in congress, and
who came down here to meet the
from the same physicaldisturbanoea,
eresidene.
and the nature of their duties, in
"Do they play poker?" responded itetirieg Master Mechanic is
many eases, quickly drift them into
Pleas. "Why, my boy, they teach it
the 'horrors of all kinds of female
cemplainta, organic troubles, ulceraGreatly Surprised.
in the public schools."
tion, falling and displacements, or
So, as Cairo is increasing her popperhaps irregularity or euppression
ulation and her production every
cateeng batikaehe, nervouszteas, iryear, they don't worry very much
ritability, and sleeplessness.
over ahat an English novelist said Ile Will GO To Itittiniond, %a., 10Women everywhere should remorrow To Aeveipt 1)0.1tion in
member that the medicine that bolds
about their ancestors and their town
's
Situp There.
the record for the largest number of
half a century ago. Then Cairo had
actual cures of female ills is
MRS. A. M. HAGERMANN
only a few hundred people. Today,
you ask the average eittiten the pop.
uiation of Cairo and he says, "well,
20,000 including the whites.
made from simple native roots aud herbs. For more than thirty- years
it has been helping women to be strong, regulating the functions perThis same correspondent referred
fectly and overcoming pain. It has also proved itself invaluable in preto the fact that some of the carriages
paring for child birth and the Change of Life.
for the presidential party had been
Mr. R. E. Fulnier, retiring master
Mrs. A. M. Ilagertnann, of Lay Shore, L. I., writes :—Dear Mrs
procured from other citlea, saying mechanic of the Illinois Central
Pinkham:—"I suffered from a disphiatemsnt, excessive and painful
that whenever any event occurs in shops, is wearing an elegant diamond
l'UnCti003 90 that I had to he down or sit still most of the time.
Cairo which demands more than two stud, a testimonial of the excellent
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable c.,,Iiipound has made we a well woman so
that I am able to attend to my duties. I wish every suffering woman
carriages we have to send away for esteem and popularity in which he Is
would try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and see what relief
them.
held by the shops employes. The
it wilPgive them."
stud was purchased by the shopmen.
Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women
and was presented to the popular ofWomen soffering from any form of female illness are invited to write
tidal by Mr. Pied Managan. the well
Mrs. Pinkham. at Lynn, Mass. for advice She is the Mrs. Pinkham who
known machinist, who in a graceful
has been advising sick women free of charge for more than twenty
speech in behalf of shop employes,
years. and before that she assisted her mother-in-law Lydia E. Pink wished him suctees In his new field
ham in advising. Therefore she is especially well qualified to guide
League tininding.
and regretted his departure.
Mr.
sick women back to health.
P. W. L. Pct. Fulmer was surprised, but managed
Chicago
14.7 103 42 714 to stammer out his thanks and gratiPituiburg
14$ 888 60 595 tude to the men for their excellent
Philadelphia
144 80 6f 556 behavior and work while he held auNev York
150 82 68 547 thority.
13rooklyn
145 65 80 448
Mr. Fulmer came here from DenCincinnati
147 63, 84 429 ver and rose from machinist to subBoston
145 55 90 479 foreman and later to master mechanSt. Louis,
147 48 99 327 ic. He was always a quiet and unassuming man, and a more popular ofA young man named Lord who zievilt with its sad tommentary on
ficial could not be found.
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS.
Regarding the office force in the
was with the presidential party In Cairo and its people. Cairo has never
9tH to
Cairo yesterday representing the forgiven the great English novelist, Pittsburg
0 5 1 master mechanic's department, it Is
Laffan News _agency, says the Bulle- for the
1 5 2 stated that no changes will be made.
bitter things' he said still Philadelphia
tin, composed of the news service of rumble
Batteries — Leifield and Phelps; Mr. Fulmer,:when appointed to sucin the breasts of the people
ceed Master Mechanic R. J. Turnbull,
the New York Sun, sent the follow- of this community. They didn't for- Itichie and Dooin.
let the force retualn as he found it.
ing message to les agency regarding get
it even today when the president
and from Inside sources comes the
Roosevelt day in Cairo:
American League Standing.
came, for the mayor made refereme
Cairo began a new era today to Dickens and his estimate of Cairo,
P. W. L. Pct. information that Mr. Nash will pur147 91 56 619 sue the same course.
with the visit of Pres:dent Roosevelt., in his address of welcome. 'Tis -said lo !wit
Mr. R. E. Fulmer will leave for
Heretofore everything in this part of that you can't buy a set of Dickens' l'hiladelphla
141 85 56 603
149 86 63 677 Richmond, Va., tomorrow night
Egypt has dated from Charles Dick-! works in the town, so great is the Chicago
accept a position with the Richens' visit here and returning to Eng-i feeling toward the English writer. Cleveland
15t) 84 66 660
mond locomotive works. The popu•,
1;tp,r!
"
York
•
New
•
147
69
78
469
(ere.,
don't run
lar official first accepted a position
St. houla
149 67 83 450
with a Denver road as master meButton
148 59 89 399
chanic, but reconsidered and acceptWashington
147 48 99 527
ed the Richmond position. It is one
similar to that held here, except that
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS.
he will have no division to look afR
ter.
Washington
3 3 3
Mr. George !tannin, the well known.
trolt .......
—.. 9 12 2 Illinois Central tinner,
has resigned
S another of the Ederheimer-Stein garments we've
Batteries — Ghering and Blanken- and accepted a position
with J. C
Donovan
ship;
and
Schmidt.
Maret.
selected to demonstrate in every sale we make that this
H E
is, in fact, a superior clothing store.
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
Roston
1 4 1 That Is LAXATIVE
TII4. New Treasury Notes.
ibe credited to a descendant, the Rev. Meredith. Hillegas was a pre-revoBROMO QUIG,The Yale is the smartest Young Man's style—striking St. 'Allis
I) 3 2
Each of the new $10 treasury notes ,Michael Lee Welch. a Ditheran pas-, lutionary Philadelphia sugar refiner,
NINE. Look for the signature of E.
fabrics
the
combines
—
colors
of
Batteries — Morgan and Shaw;
in the weave and rich
W. Grove. Used the world over to has a portrait of Michael Hillegas up- tor, and to Secretaries John Hay,and manufacturer of iron and merchant
good taste, service, satisfaction — lends Howell and Spencer.
on it. labeled, "First Treasurer of the I.eslie M. Shaw, who, from the are- , whose credit was at George
Cure a Cold in One Day. 25c.
WashingUnited States." "This recognition of hives of the state and treasury depart ton's command whenever the great
the air of true refinement —is fashionable
H
I
personal
a
whose
man
worth
'try'
and
roes ts got pnoof.of
atzloataillltary „loader ..needed funds.. He
A Horse Trader.
New York
5 13 1
without being fancy.
"Deacon" Snow, who recently died hes to his country have been too claims to a post hitherto credited 'fostered historical research and was
0 3 4
Chicago
G.The young fellow who exercises com- Batteries — Neur and Kleinow; in Provineetown at a good old age long obscured," says a writer, "must •i either to Robert Mo -na or Samuel a musician of Nee "—Chicago News
was one of the shrewdest horse tradmon sense and good judgment in the Walsh and Sullivan.
ers on the cape, says the Boston Herselection of this style, cannot be cornII 1 ald. He once had a home which
monplace. It's a suit for college Philadelphia
4 6 0 showed a rooted aversion to covering
0 4 4 more than three miles an hour.
1 men or any others who are par- Cleveland
A customer who liked the appearBatteries — flygert and Schreck;
ticular. Let us si,ow it
ance of the animal had about conC:arkson and Clarke.
cluded to purchase, and asked If he
to you.
was a good traveler. The "deacon"
assuming a confidential tone, said:
"Mr. Jones, you'll certainly be
pleased to see that horse go "
•
LOTHES don't make the man, to be sure, but
The bargain was made and the new
Superior tailoring reaches
owner
drove
away.
The
next
mornits about the only thing that nine -tenths of the
its climax in the Yale. Each
ing bright arid early be appeared on
,
f.:arment is made separately
people we meet have to go by. The man who does
the scene in great rage. "See here,"
"King of the Cattle Ring."
by skillful hand needlc-vork
he cried, addressing the "deacon,"
not make a good appearance in this day and age is
The performance given by Manager
"I thought you told me this horse
throughout. Trir,Imings and
Eiler's company at the Grand last
badly handicapped. Every day now we are receivwas a great traveler."
night before a good house met with
fabrics all match. Every
"Never said nuthin' of the kind,"
something new and distinctive for our Fall Clothing
everyone
the
the
approval
In
theeof
operation of the tailor conte,r says an Evansville paper, "King was the quiet reply.
Stock.
ing
tributes to make it distinc"What in thunderation did you say
of the Cattle Ring" which appears
then?"
tive, individual.
Our single and double-breasted Suits in Cassihere Tuesday night.
"I said yrs' would certainly be
The play Is a dramatization of one
THE "YALE".—Coat is long and
meres
and worgeds are notably rich in fabric and
of Hal Reid's stories and his free, pleased to see that horse go, and so
f:•11 chested; cuffs on sleeves; open
would
anyone
else,
I
guess.
that
ownstylish in cut, though the prices range from only
open style Is apparent all through the
seams down back of coat and sides
show. The scene is laid in the far ed
of trousers. Trousers full at waist.
west and the plot revo:ves arqpnd the
Sizes 30 to 38. Prices $13 to $33.
efforts of Francisco Mend-es, a desperNotice.
an, Mexican gambler. to secure RosaThe annual meeting of the stocklie Leonard, a ranehman's dasughtet holders of the Langstaff-Orme ManuOur Young Men's Suits at
and the flower of the prairies. Frank facturing company will be
held at
have that snappy, jaunty appearance which the
Gordon. king of the cattle ring and
their office in Paducah, Ky., on the
415**411.
ROADWAY
Idol of the cattleman foils hie efyoung fellows demand these days. Come and see if
9th day of October, 1907.
THE
forts and wins his way to the hearts
OUT
to MENANDBOYS
they haven't.
H. W. RANKIN, Sec'y and Treas.
"YALE"
of everyone in the audience. W. C.
Davis handles the part of Gordon
Extra Trousers are the salvation/of many a pas"Yes." said Mrs. Lapsing, "My husadmirably and the other characters
are conscientiously portrayed. The band enjoyed his trip ever so much.
sable
Suit and we have them at prices which will be
stage settings are all good and the He says the train he traveled on had
the salvation of many a pocketbook. The best
show was pronounced one of the the finest buffoon car be ever saw In
best mel-dramas seen here this sea- his life."—Chicago Tribune.
trouser makers we know build ours,

DIAMOND GIVEN TO
MR. R. E. FULMER

ALL WOMEN
SUFFER

Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

BASEBALL NEWS

This is Worse Than Anything That
Charles Dickens Said About Cairo

is an absolutely pure distillation of malted grain; great care being used to
have every kernel thoroughly malted,thus destroying the germ of the seed and
producing a predigested liquid food in the form of a pale malt, which is the most
effective tonic stimulant and invigorator known to science; softened by warmth
and moisture its palatability and freedom from injurious substances readers
it so that it can bx retaim..1 by the most sensitive stomach,

There's Exceptional Style in
this" Yale"Suit for Young Men
1

I

THEATRICAL NOTES

C

$5.00 up to $25.00

oirit.Curfin

$3.50 to $15

Undertakers and Embalmers

though they
cost no more than. the ordinary kind. Work pants

211.213 S. Third St.

Paducah, Ky.

Mayfield's

GREAT FAIR AND RACES
October 1st to 5th Inclusive
A great program has been arranged for
every day--harness and running races.
Special Train Leaves Paducah Daily
At 7:30, Returning, -Leaves Mayfield at 6 p.
FARE $1 FOR ROUND TRIP

KIDNEY DISEASE SAPPING
The Vendetta.
THE .131ERICAN NATION?
The Vendetta, which will be presented at the Kentucky theater on ,A Word of Warning—and a Remedy.
October 9, is a remarkable production
and Miss Beatrice Harrington, Who
Modern conditions of living In
appears in the emotional leading title America are said to be increasing
Pole of Nina, has•won a place In the Kidney, Bladder and Rheumatic Ai:fr9t rank of starts•on the American meets at such a rapid rate that Oe
stage today. Her supporting company public health is threatened.
is good, and the costuming, scenic winter. He—Yes. I guess there
are
and electrical effects elaborate.
proposed that the newspapers of the
country give wide publicity to. Dr.
Flood's prescription not only as being the finest remedy for these ailDefended By Senator et:abet-son of nienrs know te but one in which the
Texas.
People can place perfect confidence,
coming as it does from such eminent
Washington, Oct. 3. Apropos of medical authority.
cocktails, Senator 'Culbertson of TexThis Is a practical suggestion that
as, though a Dernocrat. came to the should result In the relief of a vast
defense of Vice-President Fairbanks amount of suffering and we take
today.
pleasure in being able to help the
"Mr. Fairbanks is a tetoialler," Idea by giving
the doctor's famous
said Senator Culbenton: "I am amaz- prescription in
full:
ed at the criticism heaped on the vice- Concentrated Barkola Compoand
president on account of the alleged
1 ounce
cocktail incident. I don't believe, and Fluid
Extract Cascara Aromatic.
I think no other senator believer, Mr.
.....
...... 1-2 ounce
Fairbanks ever tasted Abe cocktail Aromatk
r
4 ounces
when Itvire-rifriPtbqn
the Wgredissists at any Arne
store, mix them at home and take one
teaspoonful after each meal awl Ono
before going to bed.

• t(itie

$1.00 to $2.50
Nice ones

$3.50 to $0.00
The toughest Clothing
boys' Clothes question. But
boys from 4 to 16. They
and not a detail omitted that

proposition that ever confronts a fond parent is the
we have the answer here in the new Fall Suits for
are strongly sewed, well stayed, buttons well put on
vtrould add to strength or durability. The price is

$1.25 to $6:50
U.0. GULLETT de CO.
,
INCORPORATE())

312 • -

Broadway.
_

We Carry the UNION STORE CARD

Grew Miss Carroll's Hair
AND WE CAN

PROVE IT!
BEAUTIFUL HAIR
AT

Small Cost
ITHIN the last decade great and rapid strides have been made in
Materia Medica. Many diseases tnat were considered incurable
fifteen years ago are now cured in a few days, and in many cases prevented
altogether. The scientists of late years have been searching for the cause,
the foundation, the reason and the starting point of disease, fully- realizing
that thg...4tual and -true cause must be ascertained before a remedy can be
created. Hair troubles, like many other diseases, have been wrongly
diagnosed and altogether misunderstood. The hair itself is not the thing
to be created for the reason that it is simply a product of the scalp, and
wholly dependent upon its action. The scalp is the very soil in which the
hair is produced, nunured and grown, and it alone should receive the attention if results are to be expected. It would do no earthly good _to treat the
stem of a plant with a view of making it grow and become more beautiful—
the soil in which the plant grows must be attended to. Therefore, the
scalp in which the hair grows must receive the attention if you are to expect
it to grow and become more beautiful.
Loss of hair is caused by the scalp drying up, or losing its supply of
moisture or nutriment, and when baldness occurs the scalp has Isimply lost
all of its nourishment, leaving nothing for the hair to feed upon (a plant or
even a tree would die under similar conditions.)
The natural and logical thing to do in either case, is to feed and replenish the soil or scalp as the case may be, and your crop will grow and
multiply as nature intended it should.

W

Dr. Knowlton's DANDERINE. has a most
curious effect upon the hair glands and tissues
of the scalp. It is the only remedy for the hair
ever discovered that is identical with the
natural hair foods or liquids of 'the scalp.

••

•

It feeds and nourishes the hair and does all the work originally carried
on by the natural nutrients or life-giving juices generated by the scalp itself.
It penetrates the pores of the scalp quickly and the hair soon shows the
effects of its wonderfully exhilarating ind life-producing qualities.
One twenty-five cent bottle is enough to convince you of its great
worth as a hair growing and hair Eeautifying remedy- -try it and see for
yourself. Now on sale at every Orug and Toilet Store in the land. Three
sizes,

25

50c

$1.00

•

MISS J. CARROLL, 2307 Irving Ave., Chicago
(
To show how quickly Danderine acts, wwill send a large sample free by return marl
who sends this free notice to the Knowlton Danderine Co.. Chicago,
with their name and address and W cents in silver or stamps to pay postage.

Free „anyone

MISS CAR.ROLL SAYS: "My hair would not reach to my waist
when I began using Danderine and it is now more than four feet long."
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t dy sill have imniediate aud fair Illale, tills same as In other cases of
Never
"Just
Good
as
Sind"
climlnality.
The
They won't be delayed
at IIINNOON AND WEEKLY
HOOSEVELTISMS.
eight years fur political
Pays.
believe in pardoningpurose.dn't erifeloele,
Every man must have a master:
ither does tine otheio honorable
if there is one thing more than an- end
11 he is not his own twister, then
V. M. IFISHEIL Presid 1st.
somebody else will be.
other that should aggravate a :tele Kentio•kfan, hut I believe :II It SclilklIC
B. T. PAXTON. General Manager
if any great movement for righte- respecting person, it is to be told Jeal slid a fair trial for al uieu, ad
Entered at the poatotlIce at Paducah.
Oln.11eSe, where the forces of evil are that the article they ask for at so do you, because you are KentuckEy.. as /second class matter.
strongly entrenched, it is unfortu, their druggist's is not to be had. ians.
/DESCRIPTION RATES.
"But when I charge the Democratnately inevitable that some unoffend- but that they can have something
THE DAILY NM
ing people should suffer in company "just as good or better." The prin- ic party with mismanagement of the
.141
By metier, per week
cipal reason for such attempts at sub- elemosynary eueteutions and cruelty
ll. per month in advance... .15 with the real offenders.
BY
Pre mall. per year. in advance....11.611
I honer no man, not even the sol- stitution is either the desire of the to the unfortunate inmates, especialIRE NeacItKeY sew
ly in the asylums, I am met with the
Per year, by mail, postage paid..$1.110 dier who fights for righteousness storekeeper to sell something on reply that
'Goebel was assassinated.'
quite as much as I honor the good which be can make more money, or
Address THE SUN. Paducah. Hy.
When I charge them with graft and
Phone 1111 woman who does ber5 full duty as he hasn't the goods asked for, and
Otto& 111 South Third.
wife and mother.
wants to make a sale of something in fraud they reply 'Goebel was assasPayne & Young. Chicago and New
sinated.' As an excuse for holding ofOurs is a government of liberty its place.
York. representatives.
electbut of orderly liberty.
reader of this paper should fices to which they were never
Every
THE SUN can be found at the followassaaalaated
they
say
'Goebel
was
Vince
I would do everything in my power bear in mind when asktug for
lag places:
R. D. Clements A Oa.
for the laboring man, exeept any- the modern cod liver oil preparation ed.'
Vim Clete Bros.
The Pardon Record.
thing that is wrong. I have the same that it is for sale in Paducah at our
Palmer House.
Mr. Willson told his audience seJohn Wilhelm.
always
answer for the business man.
be
can
It
store, only, and that
riously and earnestly how the powers
If righteousness conflicts with the had when asked for.
of the people of Kentucky bad been
fancied needs of business, then the
The reason Vino' is so far superwillfully prostituted by the little cirlatter must suffer.
ior to old-fashioned cod liver oil and
cle of politicians at Frankfort, and
Great navigable rivers are national emulsions is because it is made by a
called their especial attention to the
assets.
scientific, extractive and concentrat- astonishing
record of pardons, paOur great national asset Is to be ing process from fresh cods' liven;
11411).tY, OCTOBER 4.
roles and restorations to citizenehip
found in our children.
combining with peptonate of iron all made by Governor Beckham during
the medicinal, healing and body build his administration.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
The ideal weather Beckham and ing elements of ood efiver oil, but no
"Isn't that almost like opening the
James enjoyed dn their visit here oil.
doors of the penitentiary," he asked
September-1907.
erestrength
builder
body
and
As
a
Mr
and the rain that threatened
them, after he had read the record
9
3910
16
8897
Willson's audience did not afford the ator for old people, delleate children, taken from the hooka at Frankfort.
3895
3
17
3908
weak, run-down persons, after sick- "What do you
Kentuckians
good
3898 only contrast between the two meet4
18
3874
ness, and for Chronic Coughs, Colds, Vint( of a governor who pardons 87
3895 ings. The atmospheric conditions
19
3880
5
lung men convicted for crimes against our
3905 simply served to emphasize the dif- Bronchitis, and all throet and
20
3899
t;
Vinol
troubles,
is unexcelled.
enthusiasm
anti
numbers
ference
in
womanhood. and especially when 29
3898
21
3922
7
No one wants an old-fashioned cod of them were convictions for the un3900
23
3913
9
liver oil preparation or emulsion after speekable crimes. Do you believe that
SCHOOLS AND POLITICS.
3907
24
3902
10
once tasting delicious Vino!. Try it the juries and the higher courts in
lueompetency,
ineellity,
or
for
"If
25
3914
3895
11
3900 for lack of any of the qualifications If it fails to benefit we will return these cases were crazy?"
26
12
3905
"And what do you say to a gover3900 essential to making an efficient pub- your money. W. B. McPherson
27
3937
13
nor who Lesbos 121 pardons for vio3899 lic official the Democrats of McCrea- Druggist, Paducah, Qy.
28
3932
14
lations of the Sunday closing law, es-,
30
3889 en (-minty shelves one of their aspir....
Decently when he has been before you
ing members all he barn to do is to
and all over the state preaching tern-'
97,548 make application to the Republicans
Total
pecan ce ?"
Average for September. 1907..3.902 and he will be received with open
k was with the closest attention
Average for September, 1906...3939 arms, and will be peruetted to run
and most earnest interest that his au-'
Personally appeared before me, this for °Moe just as long as he pleases.
dience listened to Mr. Wiilion's arOctober 1, 1907, R. D. MacMillen, For further information apply to
raignment of this appalling record
(Continued from First page-)
business manager of The Sun. who Prof. George 0. eicBroom, erstwhile
made by a Kentucky governor, and
Democratic officeaffirms that the above statement of Democrat and
n
filRAfaliff
shat the Democratic party stood for audible expressions of disapproval
the circulation of The Sun for the holder."
were
heard
all
audience
and
over
the
diatribe
This
News-Demoof
the
in Kentucky. Could you name one
month of September, 1907, is true to
the best of his knowledge and belief. crat is incomprehensible, except in single principle, one single measure after the meeting men collected pa
the street corners; to discuss it.
connection with a recent accusation which it endorses."
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
The fitness of Auditor Hager to be
My commission expires January 22, of the eanie paper that Prof. George
Wasting Public Money.
governor of Kentucky was challenged
O. McBroten had refused to do a
1908.
Returning to the administration of by Mr. Willson. "To make a good goycertain thing, while enjoying "DemoIN,
Governor Beckham Mr. Willson de- ernor be would of necessity have to
Feesor, Mitts Minnie Williams. E. NEW GOODS AT BIEDERSIAN'S.
cratic pie."
Daily Thought.
L. Cooper.
That makes the News-Democrat's clared that the people of the state have made a good state officer, and
"Other things equal, it is the noNew Nuts.
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On last Sunday the large tobacco
Broom.
the last election: "Paducah schools regret that it had again been lugged he knew no reteen
for their support barn of Dan F. Fatter, of BrienshurE.
Mayor
James P. Smith for Paducah people:" meaning that into politics.
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incredible
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City Attorney .... Arthur Y. Martin they considered
to
positions in
the
Governor Beckham had collected tene l of tobacco about cured; but the are
City Treasurer
John .1, Dorian schools as so much poetieal patron- declared Mr. Wil:son. "that intelli-!of thousands of dollars from the,.was
still In the barn. It toek fire
men
should resort to the rehearsal of whisky
George Lehnhard age, esndoubtedly they considered the
City Clerk
interests and' had
thrown'while Mr. Fiser was at dinner. This
platform
a
vote
g--tter and nothing the Goebel murder in order to get'
down. "The whisky men had is a heavy ,loss, which amounts to
City Jailer
George Andrecht
votes from an equally intelligent peo- rather
else.
have a square man elected,,21,0(10 or $1,200. Ws many friendCity Tax Assessor....Harlan Griffith
pie.
You
are
all
tired
polite.
of
these
Professor George 0 M.-Broom nevwho is opposed to them, than to have'sympathise with him in this loss.
Aldermen—T. C. Leech
Harry R. er held a Democratic
cal
persecutions,
and want an end
office in his life.
of a man who will promise them any- Benton Tribune.-Demorrat.
Hank, G. M. Oehlschlaeger, Jr., C- If Democrats for twelie
consecutive them' and I want to say to you that th!,,g. take their -money and throw
Program of the Marshall County teteeilar size Sager Cared Ham
iconcord Grapes, a basket
... 40c
H. Chamblin, W. T. Miller.
years elected him sumeintendent of when I am elected governor the men them down."
AfterTeachers'association, to be held at
a ID.
12%c Tokay Grapes,'a pound
indicted
in
20e
connect
on
the
with
public
that
tragCouncilmen— Second ward, A. E.
schooR it was bause
because
he was forced to close his Benton, Ky., October 12, 1907:
2% lbs. New bulk Mince Meat for 26c 2 pkgs. Maccaroni or Spagetti
15c
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Me- they considered him eminently fitted
speech on Recount of the rain Mr.
Song—America.
2 lbs. New Evaporated Peaches. 35e 2 Ms Layer Raisins for
for
25c
the
poction.
1
1a-ellemellaseeilg
eelaseet
1
The
1111
,
on
1411
is
reflection
ter; Fourth ward, F. S. Johnston:
Willson returned'to the hotel where
Devotional Exercises—Rev.'U. S. Sweet Mixed Pickles, a quart .. 26c Free-stone Peaches, a dozen
them if they did no.
20c
he held an informal reception in the MeCattlin.
Fifth ward, Frank Mayer; Sixth
3 lbs.. Pearl Tapioca, in bulk
2rfec 2 bottles Vanilla or Lemon Extract
lobby. Hundreda of people crowded
ward, W. L. Bower.
Welcome Address—Hon. John G. Large school Pickles, a dozen
for
20e
The Murray Ledger publishes a
15c
around the leader and pledged their Lovett.
45.
School Trustees—First ward, W. M.
Dill Pickles, a dozen
25e 2 bottles Pepper Sauce for
vicious etlitorlai about the Paducah
15c
support, many of the number being
Karnes; Second ward, W. .1:11111s; horse show,
Response—Prof,
Boone
Hill.
2 Ms Figs for
25c 3 Tbs. Flake Hominy for
in which it charges that
ltte
these who have heretofore been
Motives for Becoming a Teacher— e lbs Arbuekles' Coffee for
Third
ward, H. S. Wells and the show was a "rotten fake"
50e Bulk Queen Olives, a quart
6.5c
constaunch Democrats.
Mime Bettie Shemwell,
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward, ducted by "a lot of grafters,"- for
2 pkgs. Grape Nuts for
25c Bulk Pitted Olives, a quart
65c
Reading, Its Relations to Other 2 pkgs. Shredded Wheat Biscuit, 25c Bulk Sweet Chow
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kelly; the benefit of a "few professional
Chow, a quart 26c
Subjects—Miss
Mrs.
Alva
and
Wood
2 ekge. New Ferndell Rolled Oats 25c New Sauer Kraut, a quart
Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker; Sixth jockles;" because Mr. Ewing Haley,
10e
John Arant.
1 gal. can Old-Time Open Kettle
Fence- large Orangees, a dozen
90c
ward, J. C. Farley and Ed Morris. of Murray was awarded only one
'Supplementary Reading, Its Value
third prize and'two second prises.
GOc 2 bottles Werchester Sauce
Molasses for
15e
—Garfield Cope and Miss Zera 24
Mr. -Haley himself did not inspire
11) bag Ferndell Patent Flour 75c 7 bars Swift Pride Soap for
25e
Ti..- new !wits for Fall and
Grubbs.
ONR FOREIGN RELATIONS.
that editorial; because Mr. Haley
A Love for Good Literature, How
If Japan wishes to know how the a sportsman. Mr. Haley
Winter are a revelation in
owns fire
Created—Mrs. Robert Blagg, W. 0.
national administration stands, she horses and his exhibits are
a
alsvays'il
Howard.
can learn by reading
Roosevelt's features of the horse show; and
, workeitanehip, beauty of pat- 1.
the!
We wish to give 61)./se readers
ellIMINI111111111111111111M11
Noon,
speech at Cairo, a safe, courageous loss of them would be seriously felt,I
terns, and reasonableness of
of The Sun who are not our cusEvil Effects of Scolding—Miss Molexposition of America's foreign pol- Heretofore Mr. Haley has had pretty
tomers some good reasons why
icy, coupled-with the declaration that much his oIvn way: but the exhihiices.
they should come to our store
NATURE Aft- A RECONSTRUCTOR.
the Pacific ocean is our "home wa- tion of his horses stimulated otheFor $20, even $15, we give
for Drugs, Medicines and Sun"Nature repairs her ravages—reters" as much as is the Atlantic. He and this year a distinct improvemeu:
pairs them with her sunshine
dries.
and
said:
-was noted in the kind of animals ex3(na a splendid value, and at
with human labor."
"The only safe and honorable rule hibited as well as their numbers, and
Mr. Huxley said that MAN'S
Osteopathy is one of Nature's most
of foreign poli:y for the United States there was. not much room to choo
ABILITY
the higher prime $ea to $IN
REASON distinused instruments in repairing her
OCTOBER SALE OF GROCERY SPECIAbli.
is to show itself courteous toward betseen the first and second and
guished him from the monkey.
we give you'garments that are
ravages. Take the Osteopathic treatOther nations, scrupulous not to in- third prizes.
These advertisemmts are not
ment of headaches': It locates the prifringe upon their rights, and yet able
written for monkeys to read, nor
peer to anything you get from
8 The Finest Granulated Sugar
mary reuse and removes it, not in
and ready to defend its own. The
l'nion Rescue Mission.
are they written by Monkeys—
administeting
a
common
known
sedcustom tailors,
station Is now on terms of most corReport for September, 1907—We
no "monkey business goes" at,
_
ative to one and all alike. but by a
dial good will with all other nations. have had a very busy month. preachour
Ccoffees and Teas—Our popiestore,
Patent Flour, bag
and
70c
new
All
this
the
Is
pattering of grays,
simple mechanical manipulation.
Let us make it a prime oojeet of our ed 20 sermons besides eo
.nducting 2
all Ieend Coffee, noted for its
Second Patent, bag
60c
So,
in
digestive
Osteopdisorders
polley to preserve these conditions funerals and preached twice in jail
browns and blues are repreReason Number One
Meal, 10 lbs. Pk.
delfiloue cup qualities tind
15c
athy restores the nervous equilibriTo do so it is necessary on the one and once at poor farm, visited and
Catsup, 3 Hot.
equal to any sold 'in the city
25c
um to the stomach, bowels, liver, pantweeted in our displays.
band to . mete out a generous justice ininistered In 15 homes, had 3 conWhy you should let u8 fill your
at 35c, special tomorrow,
Crisp Stackers
7 1-2c
creas, etc.. and a unity of action esother
to all
peoples and show them versions, 4 reclaimed and many redoctor's prescriptionsand supply
Crack Shell for Chickens,
4 1bs for
tablished the disorders are readily
Drop in to see them, asit is no
$1.00
courtesy and respect: and on the quests for prayer. Distributed 304
yo with drug store goods
San Toes, 3 lbs
6 lbs
Sc
controlled and cured.:
50c
other hand, as we are yet a good ueeful articles of clothing, besides
trouble to show you as many •
Our preseriptionists and salesRan Roue( cup, lb
Lump Starch, 6 flys
25c
Constipation can be cured only by
20c
wee off from the milleniane to keep !bed clothing. 250 religious papers
White Star special, 1 lb 25c
loon are careful and courteoue
25c Broom
20c
observing nature's laws. The regulaa
suits or coats as you care to
ourselves ID such shape as to make It 'to skies periodicals and tracts; 60
Fragrant teas at reduction of
25c Mop
20c
and our increasing success bemovements of the bowels depend on
evident to all men that we desire good books and 10 Bibles,
baskets
7c per It) on all varieties,
6 boxes Oil Sardines
their nerve and blood supppe If one
25c
See.
speaks their competence. Other
peace because we think It is just and of provisions to 8 families, gave away
e
1 lb
6 No. 1 Lamp Chimneys. ,25c
or the other is disturbed in any way
68e
good reasons will be given later.
right and not from motives of weak- 126 meals, lodgings 51, got perman1 large Pkg. Postum
Pure Country Hoitey, per
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ent home In the country for one boy
ness or timidity."
1 small Pkg.' Postum
glass
athy here again is Nature's cure.
I Cc.
15c
This followed an excellent expost. eight years old, employment for fit..
3 Pkgs. Egg-O-See
Pint Jar
3tie
I should like to tell you personalls
25e
tion of a proper national attitude. women. Four of them had a child
Country Sorghum. Pt. jar.15c
2 Pkgs. Maple Flake
at any time of the great success I am
Vic
Neither a coward nor a bully. Neith- each. We entertained these women
'7 bars Export Soap
2 Pkgs.,Grape Nuts
having with the treatment and refer
25c
26c
er taking insult. nor giving insult and children until they -were- located
you to some of your Mende who will
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which acconnts for so. many meals
A nation Ito ready to fight, yet so tern
eagerly attett tq whet nisteOpaths is
415"41r - BROADWAY •r
and
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lodgings given. Respectfully,
#
perste. that the world can sine! we
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afra
.n. W. Chiles. pastor, Mrs
Druggisstais
id.I
peark peace, because
we desire it; not submitted,
me at 1407 at any time.
Ida B. Chiles, assistant. Old photo .beause we are
Fifth and Broadway. Opp. Pilaw 1111184.
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THE SUN PUBLISHINO CO.
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How Are You on

•IP

VESTS?.

The growing popularity of
the Fancy Vests is easily explained.
Most men get tired of wearing the same outfit day after
day and they gladly accept the
opportunity for change that the fancy vest offers.
Nothing so neat for the the man who wants to ipruce up a
bit after business hours. Treat yourself to a Fancy Vest
while the line is so complete and the picking so good.
We've just received the new fall styles and they're certainly beauties. Great variety of fabrics in linen, duck, silks,
worsteds, etc.
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$1,00, $2.50, $5.00 up to $7.50
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Both Phones 805.

113 South Second St.
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Ask for your premium checks; they will get you
valuable presents.
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ninEiCal depteitnient for thie winter. Institut and was in a precarious coil- 011111=111P
It will strive to bring some one really dition yeeterday Today elle is slightgreat musical artist here,• Instead ot ly better. The fireman is attendine
having anumber of mediocre ones ,her bedside.
The club will give three programs' Attorney Frank Lucas has returned
OM year, When Miss Newell conclud-,from attending the Mayfield fair and
ed, Mrs. Hubbard IS. Wells, president races.
of the Matinee Musical club, made a' Miss Mamie Todd is
at her home
Art Department,
The Art committee of the Woman's graceful little talk promieing the on South Third street.
club will meet on Saturday morning hearty co-operation of their club with . Conley Johnston, the four-year-old
at lv o'clock at the club house. A the Woman's club musical work. In sno of W. F. Johnston, has recovered
To Make Oood for
full attendance is desired by
Miss behalf of the Woman's club Mrs;from severe burns.
Webb, the chairman, to discuss the Muscoe Burnett expressee earnest ap-) Dr. S. D. Yongue, of Obion. Tenn.,
Winter. Eggs
I was in the clty today en route to his
predation of this.
work for the year.
The concluding business was voting former home at Murray.
Mrs. B. E. W. Stout and Mrs. Hugh
Woman's cleth Have Business Segaton on the new members, ten names were.
The Woman's club held an inter- added yesterday to the club roster as Gilbert returned to Owensboro today
Vitis.ses' and `Children'4 'Coat.; or 'Cloaks
latter visiting Mr. Roy Dawson.
esting -business session yesterday af- follows:
Mrs. Lennie Harper returned from
Mrs. Prank L. Scott, Mrs. Hal Cor-I
ternoon at 2 o'clock, the first in the
51tirt4, ,Jilk or 'Cloth.
'new club home. As no meetings ex- bett, Mrs. Thomas Turner, Mrs. Frank a visit to Mayfield today.
cept board meetings have been held Ferriman, Mrs. Fannie Allard, Mrs.' Mrs. Belle Murphy and Miss Fannie
during
the summer, the reports of John G. Brooks, Mrs.' Joseph Gard- Hetzler, of Mayfield, arrived today to
HE most comprehensive assortment
the different departments covered tier, Mrs. Ben Billings, Miss Helen be the guest of Mrs. Samuel Quill, of
1213 Jackson street.
and range of prices ever presented
much ground, in speaking of the Lowery, Miss Halite ii sty.
Mr. J. S. Jones returned to Marion,
work already dune and that planned
to you in clothes of quality, style and fit.
111., today.
Miss Frayser at W lllll88..4 Club.
for.
will
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. McGinnis and
Mies Nannie Lee Frayser, of L01118The presideht, Mrs. James A. Rudy.
opened the session with a fine and vine, will leoture at the Wonran's Mr. F. M. Bourne returned to Danthoughtful talk on the splendid work club house this evening at 8 p. m. vine today after a visit to Mr. James
of the club already done, and tha under the auspice, of the educations! McGinnis, of Walker's drug store.
Captain Je L. Timmons, of the
bright outlook for the future, now department, Mrs. Henry Overby.
that the club was settled in its home. chairman, on the "Art of Story Tell- transfer boat, went to Dawson today.
•
The department of civics was re- ing." Miss Frayser's talk will appeal Captain Timmons has been quite
_........11 per cent
Protein not less than_
ported by its chairman, Miss .dine especially to mothers, but will be of sick for several weeks.
Mr. Joe Holland and wife went to
, 3 per cent
Fat
Morton, who stressed the necessity of Interest to everyone. There will be
co-operation from the citis.ens before no charge for admission. There will Linton today to visit their former
Carbohydrates
30 per cent
the best work could be done, citing be a musical program before the lect- home. Mr. Holland has a responalble
Crude
9 per cent
fibre
the recent cleaning-up day, when 13 ure. Mrs. George B. Hart will render position with the Ayer-Lord ,Tie eomparry.
owners of vacant lots had notices a piano selection and
Mr. Robert
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
Circuit Court.
HART SELLS YOU AT
Mrs. W. E. Scott returnedto her
served on them to cut down the Scott will sing. The public is cordialMary E. Mallory against W. W.
Hoyer lesidence phone 464;
home at•Dawson today after a visit
weeds, and the majority paid no at- ly invited.
Englist for a note of $75.
Office 175.
tendon at all. In closing she expressMiss Frayser will speak tomorrow to Mrs. J. A., Bauer, of Seventh and
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
ed the wish that the civics depart- afternoon at the club at 3 o'eloelt. Madison streets.
In Police Court.
Mr. F. M. MeGlathery left tods
Broadway. Phone 196.
This finest of foods.
ment and the board of park comma- especially to the teachers, along the
The case egainst
Mike
Boles,
for the Jamestown exposition. He a
-Farley & Fester, veterinarians,
stoners could co-operate, the civics same line.
charged with shooting at J. Rossi
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
giving enthusiasm and the park board
Mies Frayser is a ye-y charming visit in New York and Boston belt
was continued this morning in police
returning.
furnishing the nmney.
phone 351.
speaker. She is a cousie of Miss
court. Also was the ease agatnet
Mrs. Caswell Bennett. who IL.
this
ter,
Angie
Thomas.
of
and
will
----Perpetual 'green lawn grass seed .tossi. who is charged with a breach
Mrs. I. D. Wilcox, chairman of the
-4.;Al..L. ATbee,' visiting relatives in the city, 1,
just received. Brunson's, 529 Broad- of piste The trouble occurred in a house committee, gave a flue repott be her guest. She is Hee:safely re- returnel to
Louisville,
metrib+ red by many in lee; alt,
way.
ealoon at First street and Broadway in regard to all the work done on the
Mr. aud Mrs. Ie. M. Thompson and
house and the interest evinced by
-Best and cheapest. We rent bugBen Rice and Goldie Jousts were club
Miss Hattie 1'801111min retooled
to'
lb
tuenkbers and outsiders in done- Mr. Wins Make% Delightful Address.
glee, carriages and horses separately. fined $2•0 amid'costs each, and took an
their bome in Pittsburg, Kansas, te
!eons made. A rising vote of thanks
The
first
open
meeting
of
the
Woday after a visit to Mr. Leslie ThornyBoth phones 100. Copeland's stable, appeal for a breach of peace.
was made Mrs. Wilcox and her coin- man's club for 1907-1908, was an
I Other casee: Joe Kneght, for junsp- 1
san and family.
Incorporated.;
419 Jefferson street.
mittee for toe excellent work done by event of more than usual interest and
Major Escott, of the Salvation a:
__Get some of the beautiful new ing on and off moving railroad ears
.
Importance. It was held yesterday my. went to Owensboro today after
souvenir postal cards of U. S. gun- $5 and costs; Bob Tidwell. breach of
"esrweleVererdSreereee.
Mrs. Muscoe Burnett, in her re- afternoon at the club house and Was
peace, continued.
%felting the ites: post.
Clements
boat
Paducah
at
R.
D.
Port of the eterary department. out- under the auspices of the literary deIt
Mrs. Antt!e V:a. of Mastield, is the
CO.
I
lined the splendid program on Mod- partment of the club. Mr. Max B
SATURDAY Sept. 21, I will open
guest of Mrs G. W. Potts, of 1411
-City subscribers to the Daily g t•ENT FARE; pAssENGER GAIN.'ern Writers that will beestudiedIbis
my shooting gallery at R .hkopt's old
Nahm, of Bowling Green, had been Madison street.
Sun whi3 Wish the delivery of their
iyear This department will meet al- secured by the department to give an
building, 111 South Second street, oppapers stopped must notify our col- Annual Helsel of the N.'W Voek. New termite Thursday mornings at the address in "Folklore." it was Mr
Ramsey Society Lunch',
posite ,market. Glad to see all our
Hartford,
Haven
and
I club.
lectOrs or make the requests direct
Nahm's first public appearance in
Saturday, October 5, the Ramsey
old
customers. Wm. Bougeno.
The
philanthropic
department Paducah but he quite sustained his Society of
to The Sun office. No attention will
the Broadway
M. E.
New Haven, Conn., Oct. 4.-The through Its chairman,
CLEANING ANDPRESSING neatMrs. George C. ieputation as a delightful speaker church
be paid to such orders when given annual report
will serve dinner and supper,
of the New York, New l Wallace, reported much charitable
Subsertheeu Inserting want ads lo ly done. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
Haven and Hartford railroad compa- work carried on during the summer. His popularity In Paducah was shown at the Rhodes-Burford store, and so- The Sun will kindly rexnember that
Work called for and delivered. One
by the large audience that greeted licit a liberal patronage.
-Place your ordelii for wedding fly for the last fiscal year ending
all such items are' to be paid for
It was by this department that the
trial is all I ask. James Duffy, South
him, a number of men .being present
M u-Dineer.
Invitations at home. The Sun is June 30, 1907, published today.
wheu the ad is amerced, the rule ap'counce was induced to pass the ordiNinth street, near Broadway. Phone
Mr. Nahm was gracefully introSoup
showing as great an assortment as shows gross eazninge from operation mince against street begging, a most
plying to every one without excepRoast Beef
462-a.
Roast Veal
anywhere, at prices of $55,601,936, as compared with commendable step. The sub-depart- duced by Mrs. Muscoe Burnett, chairyou will find
lion.
man of the literary department, in a (-reamed Potatoes
Spaghet tt
DESIRABLE BOARDING HOUSE
much lower than you will have to $52,984.322 for the previous year. Intent of ltterature of this committee,
ring 2361. clever little speesh. She stated that
Inackeye -Peas Sliced Tomatoes I FOR KINDLING wood
Operating
expenses
were
$37,850,-Brick residence in first-class conMts. James Sieeth, chairman, is doing
pay elsewhere.
high-graae
bicyM1TCHELLS
for
Mr. Nahni stood as the only person Slaw
Pickles
Hot Biscuits
e 081, as compared with $35,222,5116 a good work
dition, three blocks from Broadway.
In placing magazines and
-We give you better carriage and
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
Coffee
who unsolicited, had come to the
Milk
for the previous year, and net earn-;standard literature at the
la
15 rooms, bath room, both gas and
money
than
jail,
the
comity
better service for
club
was
Lemon,
committee,
when
the
Chocolate
heatIt.g
mid
stoviwood
ring
finance
FOR
and
ings from operations were $17,751 - poor house, in drug stores
Apple Pies I
electric fixtures; also, large dining
of theeeutis given by any transfer company in ,_
Levin.
437 F.
35e.
nest organized, and asked the privtiae4, as compared with $17•76 1.735 lying districts, and flude
room-specially adapted for a desir.
much interAmerica. Fine carriages for special the previous year. The surplus after,
ege of contributing to it. There had
FOR RENT -Apartment in 603 able boarding house. For rent, Apply
•
t
ev'nce
in
it
occasions on short notice; also °lee dividends this year is $1,988.053. as'eg
toin generous donations from many
Sunper.
North Sixth street. George Raw leigh. to John D. Smith, 408 North Third
d
I
Miss Webb. chairman of art, re- both at home and out-of•lown. but
gent livery rigs. Palmer Transfer CO. compared with, $3,71ii.28/ last year.
Baked Ham
Cold Meats
--Foil PURE apple vinegar 3years street.
ported
30
members
of
her
committee
.
I :4
Mr. :Cannes alone came unsolicited, Fried Potatoes
-Presiding Elder J. W. Blarkard,f The :eduction in the passenger rate
Celery
FOR SALE-- Just finished four
anti
old,
Beton Bros., Stall 31. Market.
that
the
winter's
study
will be which the club doubly appreciated.
Slaw
Coffee
of Paducah, Ky.. is a Jackson viietor to 2 cents a mile on the whole sere
room cottage with pantry, cabinet
Sculpture and the Italian School of
•
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FOR
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t
w0011,
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subject,
tern,
his
which
Nahm
hsndied
was
in
Mr.
Iced
Sun.
operation
Tea
full
for
today.-Jackson
• Hot Biscuits
mantel. Front and back porches. WaArt. She foreibly brought out the "Folklore," most delightfully. sad
2361.
25c
J. He Nash, of East St. Louie, who seven months of the last fiscal year,
ter in kitchen. On 40 ft. lot. Small
necessity
of
a
nowknowledge
of
art
acres, cash payment; balance in monthly.
easily carried his audience with him Cakes, ('offee Cake and Doughnuts --tekli-et FOR--SA E-70
has been appointed master mechanic shows that it resulted in a gain of a
-days to make the thoroughly cultiJ. M. McCracken Real
He showed a wide familiarity with
for sale.
gravel road, public school.
of the local Illinois Central shops to passenger receipts, where a consider- vated
Estate and Mortwoman.
The
art
departruene the folklore of all nations in their
succeed R. E. Pulmer, resigned, is able loss was anticipate.i.
Clarke, 1309 Jefferson street.
gage Co. (Incorporated.) !Allard D.
will have Laredo Taft, the head of
yes
arriving
language, and gradually
native
in charge of the shops,
YOU DON'T RAVE TO WAIT
WANTED--Position by first-class Sanders, Pres, Phone 765. Office 318
the Chicago Art School, here on NoMeeers. Nash and Fulmer
lerday.
brought it down to our own South- Every clout makes you feetb.tter Laz•Poe stenographer. New phone 253.
Theaters for 3 New Liners.
South Sixth street.
vember 11. His subject will be "In
will take trips over the several diviland, where he dwelt more at length keeps your anole Insides right sold on the
Liverpool, Oct. 4.-The Cunard an Artist's
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11(1.1,y-beck
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everywuere.
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enthusiast
of
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along before the latter leaves Padu- Steamship company hats accepted acecn, wed
the
charm
His was
with bath, furnished or unfurnished. tuition free if you clip and mail or
eh.
Chareet Frohnian's offer to provide will model
and lover, who had loitered along the
in clay, giving practiceAddress K., this office.
present this notice within the next
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by-paths as well as followed the main
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guitar five days 1e Draughon's Practical
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an artist and speaker.
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College
(incorporated)
In Mechanicsburg this morning after such performances will be provided.' Mrs. Edmund
M. Post, third vice- were forceful and epigrammatic, and Sept, 3001. Those who desire to re. Sum
said
to
havewas
314 1-2 Broadway, Paducah. old
on each of the three projected Cu- president
echoed
in
closing
the
n prowler who
audience
his
in the State Federation,
OPW I hen) All lUld di. 80 before
it ho
nerd steamehips. The scheme will made a
frightened women and children.
WANTED--Good reliable man for phone 1755 asking for particulars of
report on the recent lecture sympathy he felt for the child who
forgotten, as all premises not paid for dairy work. Apply to 1647 Clay.
--Flower pots, any size, delivered probably- be tried first on the Lusita-Iof Judge
this remarkable offer. If you desire,
Willis Brown here, and did not love a story beginning "once
on or before Oct. 10 will be shut off.
The chief difficulty with the complimented the
in any quantity. M. J. Yopp Seed Co.. nia.
generosity of citi- upon a time."
FiOR SALE-Gravel,sand and dirt. quit at end of month, owing nothing,
players would probably arise from sea zens in
both phones 477.
Mr. Nahum showed himself a stri•
or continue at special rate-$4
co-operating with the club in
Old phone 211-a.
Card of Thanks.
sickness.
bringing ttim. She stated that the dent and a thinker, and is a man of
month.
stenograa
•
s
We wish to thank our friends and -WANTED--Position
rrom Inquiries made in London the
frequently
He has
(losing Copper Mines.
Kentucky Federation would be repre- wide culture.
new
phone
lady.
Call
pher
by
young
ocean
neighbors
and
theater
the
Magnolia
Grove
is likely to be unpopu- sented at the
Bingham. Utah. Oct. 4.-What is
meeting in Chitrago of spoken in his home, Bowling Green
The sarkhut is no more; tee haut1172.
taken as the forerunner of closing of :ar among actors and actresses. Their the International Juvenile Court so- and it is safe to prediet It is not his Woodmen Cirele, for the kindness
boy now is mute.
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We wait in vain
boardgentlemen
two
bath;
also
cold
work
to
at
sea
of
our
beloved
when
mother.
America
few
are
at
their
elating the honor of being his "other
per trust,. came today, with the anstate of Illinois.
To hear a attain
ers wanted. 404 South Fourth street.
Cross,
HER CHILDREN.
nouncement that Ramps mine will best. Seymour Hicks says that if Mr.I
Mrs. Henry C. Overby, chairman home."
From dulcimer or lute.
Frohman
wanted
him
to
room
at
sea
FOR
RENT-Five
cottage.
work
out
thrown
will
be
men
of
the educational
close and 45.0
department.
he would be seasick all the time,
Oyster Stew.
No. 520 Adams street. Modern constressed the fine work that is being
of work.
L. C. Starks, postmaster at Hardin
The spinet's keys are still; the harpEvery Saturday night from 8 to veniences. Apply on premises.
dune among the district schools by is in the city.
sichord is dumb.
12 for 10 cents a howl at the PeoWon't Recognize Uncle Sam.
FOR SALE- Parlor, sitting room,
the local D. A. R. and U. D. C. chap()Teter Stew.
Mr. Lee Tick returned from MayNo plaintive note
ple's
restaurant,
South
119
Third
to
St
Davenport.
furniture.
la.,
Oct.
dining
room
from
4.-The
room
night
ters
and
bed
fedand the Kalosophic clubs. She field this morning.
Every Saturday
Doth ever float
street. W. F. Johnston, Mgr.
Mrs. R. Loeb, 504 Broadway.
12 for 10 cents anbowl at the Peo- eral government hats run against a also, reported a "Mothers' Meeting"
Miss Nannie Lee Frayser, who
Or now from either come.
-ple's restaurant._ 119 South Third new snag here oapthe west bank of organised at the school near Wal- will address the Woman's club, will
WANTED-Four room cottage or
the Mississippi in the refusal of J. lace park by her committee, when be -the guest of the family of Mrs. B.
street. W. e'. Johnston, Mgr.
three or four unfurnished rooms. The instruments eare hushed that
D. Martin of Crawfordsville. Ia., to interesting talks were made by Miss R. Thomas. of Ninth and Clay streets,
Phone 2908. made our daddies weep.
qualify as a petit juror. He told Compton. Judge B. NV. Bagby, .presi- while in Paducah
For Rent.
All hid away
FLAT FOR RENT-Seventh, beNine room house. 90 foot lot, 414 Judge Smith McPherson today he be-'dent of the library board, and others,
Mrs. Lee Story. of Ohio street,
From light of_day.
tween Broadway and Kentucky aveSouth Tenth. Modern conveniencem longed to a church which did not rec.! Mist Newell made a delightful lit- mother of- Perry etory, of lire comIn garret dusts they sleep.
nue. Apply to Mrs. Whiteneld.
ogntze
the
liquor
traffic,
and
so
long
tie
talk, outlining the work of the pany, No i
.T A. Rudy.
rheu-Washington ID. C'.) Herald.
WE ARE NOW in a position to
as the government licensed it he
serve any and all kinds of sandwiches
--- would not recognize the government
Girl Was Held Prisoner.
'•"
14
chile and hot tamales, 111 1-2 South
or its officials. Instead of holding MarChicago, Oct. 4.-- Fay Brown, 13
tin in contempt, the court expelled
Third.
00
years old, an orphan of Valparaleo,
5
him from the panel.
CLOTHES cleaned and
vested. Ind.. was rescued by the police from
All work guararoeed. Solomon. The a flat, where she was held prisoner be
, pollen Raise .Rates.
'Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone a negro. She came to the city to hutit
October 5th At the
Paris, Oct. 4.-The members ot
1016-a.
work and was enticed to the flat.
the meditral society of Charenton, a
FLAT FOR RENY- Four rooms.
large suburb of Paris, at a recent
PIANO FOR SALE.
Bath. etc., 1440 Broadway. 1, D.
meeting, decided to raise rates -to paA Bishop & Lane parlor
Sanders. Phone 765. 318 South Sixth
and pitients, owing to the rise in the cost
ano, goot1 as new, for sale at
.-half
stret.
of living. The decision has, caused
regular price. Owner going to leave
FOR
'RENT-Room
in
home
with
widespread excitement, in the comA
at 1102 South
Fourth
family or ordinary people. Would city. .pely
munity, and a call, for a meeting of
street. or ring old phone 904.
like
to
rent
to
sante
kind of folks. Adprotest has been. iesued.
The fruit of out efforts dles* M, 13. Sun Office.
Mrs. Ray Will Recover.
Raisins..25c
7
lbs
Granulated
Stmar..42c
this season has resulted
Vir-ilEN BUYING HARNESS, SadGirl's Pathetic Death.
2 Pkga. 16 ounce
Chicago, Ill., Oct. 4.-Mrs. Clara
dles or repair at the Paducah Harness
ThleagiTre Oct. 4.-The body
4 Ms light Brown Sugar..25c
of
2 Ms Layer Raisins ....25c
Ray, victim of an attack by a negro
in the best showing of and
Saddle Co., you are getting the I' today
Mare Sexton, a pretty gire was found
24
Th
sack
Chocolate
Fingers.25c
Omega
Flour..8ae
on the road to recovery, af3
Pkgs.
We repair Shoes of all kinds in the rear of the home of C. J. Gilbeat. 204 Kentucky avenue.
Boys'
Suits
and
Overter having tried to end her life by
25c
24 te sack Palmer House
Farina
2
Pkgs.
well.
do
it
and we
lespie. She had sent a bullet into
REWARD-$25 reward for evi- swallowing poison.
coats for Fail we've ever dence
be
Flour
72c
15c can Cocoa
and conviction of parties turnWe have the most improved her brain. A pathetio note was
45c
5 lb pail pure Lard
made. It's hard to get ing in false fire alarms from boxes of
65c
1 60c pound Tea
machinery for doing Repair found, addressed to Gillespie, begReception for Taft.
45c
20c Bacon per strip per lb.17c
2 lbs 25c Coffee
American District Telegraph company
ging for the return of his love. One
work.
Nagasaki. Oct. 4.-Elaborate celenough
for
clothes
gocd
12 1-2c Picnic lianis per
55c
2 TbIt 30c Coffee
of her hands clutched a Bible.
LOST-- On Broadway. between ebrations have been planned for a
Bring your old Shoes here for
lb
65c
boys; they need better Seventh and Kentucky
10c
" lbs 36c Coffee
theater, enam- reception of Taft and his party.
surprised
you'll
be
repairs and
25c
3 boxes Searchlight Match1 lb 30c bottle Extract
eled violet pin, diamond in center,
Mob Drives Rink Hindoos.
clolh
and
better
making
to learn how easily, quickly and
es
for
Hazel
Soap
20c
10c
Witch
3 bars
Spokane, Wash., Oct. 4.--An angry
Return to The Sun for reward.
Oyster Stew.
8 Pkgs. Soda .....
maw well we doctor them, and a mob drove a band of Hindoos bad(
if possible than their
10c
15c bettleof Extract for 10c
Every Saturday night from it tie
WANTED-Situation by an exper,noderate price, too.
Ilindoo
,
-into Canada last night. The
fathers.
ienced office man with some firm 12 for 10 cents a bowl at the PeoThere is no Job of Shoe Mend- had escaped from Canada and were
willing to pay good salary for first- ple's restaurant, 119 South Third
We
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the
b
!it
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is.
ing that is beyond the abil,ty of hiding in a cabin. No one was hurt
street. W. F. Johnston, Mgr,
case service, Addreee X. care Situ.
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PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

NOW'S THE TIME

adie'‘,Jailor6uitsfor

Feed Well
During the molt and bring the
hens through early and quick
with the right food and Biddy
sure lay.

T

The Steinnecsch Hen
Scratch Food Has

4.3e
IN TIE COURTS

ern-r

dry gr

$1.55 r3ouner 1.1rs

fiE0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
WANT ADS.
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Specials for Saturday I

Great Pacific

2iend Aces

mr.Repatr Shop.

'

Oyster Stew.

,
Every Saturday night from
te
12 for 10 eents a bowl at the Peepie's restaurant. 119 South Third
street. W. F. Johnston, Mgr.

GREAT PACIFIC_ TEA 4 COFFEE CO,,
306 Broadway

Oki Phone 1179

New Phone 1176

/

*ANTED -- Spoke turner, tot
Egan stud West Chester lathes, at
Jackson, Miss. Apply at Hooped
Brothers & Darlington,'lifer, W.
Jackson, Miss.

Clerk-- I would like a Week's
leave, sir, if You please I ant going
to get married. Employer -All right,
but see that it doesn't happen again
this year.-Pele Male.
.

1
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Mr. Schillo Testifies.
544 Park Ave., St. Paul, Mon.
Gentlemen:—With the greatest of
'pleasure, I let you know that two
boxes of Lantz's Red Kidney Pullets
cured me entirely. I had kidney troubles for over a year, and I am sincerely thankful for the relief I have
obtained through your Pillets in such
a short time. They will always be in
my home hereafter.

done for me. If you want to send a
few samples I will gladly give them
to my friends and customers. I have
not taken any Pillets for three weeks,
but am as well as twenty years ago.
JOHN SCHILLO.
(Signed)

PRESERVING OUR ROOSEVELT MATES
RESOURCES NOW FINE IMPRESSION
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(Ooatinued from page one.)

Continued from Page One)

altogether exceptional. Cities of as- as he left the station; but yesterday
every- It was my good fortune to sit within
tonishing growth are found
where from the gujf to the great five feet of him with a profile or
lakes, from the Alleghenies to the front view of that much cartooned
Rockies. Above all, the tverage face for more than an hour,
JOHN SCH/1,1,0.
(Signed)
Roosevelt is not an orator, as Bryman is honest, intelligent, self-reliant
P. S.—Will gladly give reference if pure.
and orderly, and therefore a good an is an orator. He has none of that
Called upon.
citizen; ant farmer and wageworker resonant quality of voice, that perLantz% Red Kidney Pillets are sold
alike—sin the last analysts the Iwo feet harmony of accost and pitch
February 12, 1907.
under a positive guarantee which apmost important men in the couunun- and gesture and pose that sways
You may use my letter and name as pears in each box. Your money will ity—enjoy a ztanda-d of living, aud men's emotional faculties, Rooseyou please, as I want others to know be cheerfully refunded if they fall have developed a standard of self velt tickles their intellects. That is
manhood exact. L don't know why men laugh
self-reliant
what Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets have t short of our promises.
respecting,
which are of good adgury for the fit- when they heat an epigram that exCure of the entire republic. No man presses an abstract truth, pat to the
that
can foresee the limit of the pone matter under discussion, and
•
own experiences,
tallies
their
elitistswith
the
in
development
elfiley.
but they do. Roosevelt doesn't tell
"Ppi
•as chuckling
jokes, but the crowdAnd41
Welfare of the Mutton.
If you have never used these Pillets, we will gladly give you a two days!:
"Such being the case, and this rat- all the time yesterday., when they
trial treatment free.
public
o
Fourth sad Broadway,
fey being literally the heart of this weren't cheering.
talbert's Drag Store,
United States, all that concerns its man ever uttered more pointed truths
even ensand deacters anti lay brothers of the welfare must concern likewises the in simpler language, nor
leatiettliteisielleeeNalliingiWO
Mis- ployed figures more telling or more
country.
Therefore,
the
whole
order of St. Andrew, have tinged the
sissippi river and its tributaries cotnruon than does Mr. Roosevelt.
El'ISKN/PAL.
landscape with a sacredotal hue. For ought by all means to be utilized to
Here are some seirtences of ye-la* few days the streets here their utmost possibility. Facility of,terday: "I have confidence in the
neen al:.tu rest'u e with visitors in ee- cheap transportation is an essential' American people, because I know that
400****X-1•2620'24)*WDeek:*•
The general convention of the Pro- Jeslastical livery, distinguished prel- in our modern civilization, and we!at heart the American man is.a good
testant Episcopal church convenes ales from everywhere, including the can not afford any longer to negteetifellow; %lid I know his wife is a betthis week in Iticemond, Va. This is lord bitimps of London, of Quebec. the great highways which nature has ter flow."
the most important Reston of the of Cuba, Honolulu, the West tndies, provided for us. These nalural high-1 "We were respowible for turning
thersh an meets every ieree years.. etc., in knee breeches and silk stock- ways, the waterways, can never be on the light, but am. for what that
promises legs and quaint Episcopal hats, here monopolized
The CODVC tion this yes
by any corporation, light disclosed."
to be CIDQ of more than usual interest to aseist in the notable ceremonies in- They belong to all the people, and it
"I think that any trouble is due
and prominence, and already the del- relent upon the laying of the corner is in the power of no one to take fundatnentally not to the fast that
.'gates are gathering irons molly stone on Sunday, of the s-uperb PIB- them away. Wherever --a navigable the national authorities have discovwill last copat Cathedral of St. Peter and St. river runs beside railroads the prob-lered and corrected certain abuses
lands. The convention
through the month. The Rev. DavTd Paul. Participating in the magrtifl- lent of regulating the rates on the but to the fact that those abuses
C. Wright, of Greceithurch Is a del- rent al frese) services at which the railroads becomes far easier, because were there to be discovered."
reate to the convention, but will not Bishop o fisontion preached, were river regulation is rate regulation
''Reform is the antidote to revolufliehops Weexisock and Burton, of When the water sinks, the land rate tion. Social reform is not the prebe able to attend.
Of the convention in advance a Kentucky; Bishop Francis, of India- can not be kept at an excessive cursor but the preventive of socialWashington, D. C., correspondent nations, Bishops Kinsolving and John heighth. Therefore it is of national
son, of Texas; Bishop Geller, of Ten- Importance to develop these streams
"The corrupt man of business is as
says:
"This week we have been carrying nesse*: Bishop Bretton, of Missisippi. as highways to the fullest extent great a foe to this country as the corrupt politician."
an especial heasi line of minis:, rs and countless other distinguished which is genuinely profitable.
a choice assortment of the clergy col- shurchrnen. The occasion was one "Many cautious and conservative "We should be so equipped anti
lected from the four quarters of the of the most impreesive events ever people will look askance upon the prepared that other nations will be
globe. En route to the general con-solemnized at the capital of the na- Project., and from every standpoint friendly to us; because it pays to be
vention at Riehmond, bishops. prieets lion."
it is necessary. If we wish to make it friendly. A strong navy is our best
successful, that we should enter updn assurance of peace and friendly inNo woman's happis it only under conditions which will tercourse with all nations, and the
W
n
weists
ho
ca
utn c
briilcdorm
eop.letr
t guarantee the nation against 'waste stronger our navy, the warmer will
of its money, ang which will insure be their affection for us."
is her nature to love us against entering upon any project "A foolish pessimism Is an even
and want them until after the most elaborate expert greater foe of healthy national growth
su Buys the best %Pottle that money will buy anyas much so as it is examination, and reliable calculation than a foolish optimism."
TO
$
10
where here—splendidly made, stylish suits, in
I
Every success Roosevelt has as a
to love the beau- of the proportion between cost and
benefit. In any project like this public speaker, aside from his native
and made of wool; in a vatiety"of patterns.
handsome
patterns,
tiful and pure.
honesty and sincerity, is the result of
The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass, there should be a definite policy.
"The industries developed under some defect overcome. Imperfechowever, is so fraught With dread, pain, suffering and danger, that the
Buys a suit that rivals the tailors' $35 products.
the
stimulus of the railroads are for tion of teeth, tongue, lip and jaw
very thought of it fills her with apprehension and horror. There
TO $25 Of course they are handsomely tailored; made of
is no the most part permanent induetries have been reduced to subjection to
necessity for the reproduction of life to be either painful or dangerous.
a resolute will. Public talking is
well shrunk wool, and come in greater range of patterns; fit yon perThe use of Mother's Friend so prepares the system for the coming event and therefore they form the basis for such an evident effort for him that
future development. But the 'railfectly and will retain their shape.
that it is safely passed without any danger. This great and wonderful'
roads have shown that they alone It is almost painful to the bearer at
remedy is always apcannot meet the demands of the first.
plied externally, and
Bays a snit that you would pay a tailor 150 for;
country for transportation, and where
Also it can oe noted that President
a garmeat that is unusually well made; of pure
this is true the rivers should begin Roosevelt is not at all times perfectly
of women through the
to supplenient the rhilroads, to the composed: and, although the same
wool, beautiful patterns—a snit you wifi be proud to show anywhere.
trying crisis without suffering.
heneflt of both, by relieving them of thing has been experienced by him
Said for free hook enntalmne Informaties et
setae' of the less profitable classes of time and time again, he was visibly
Irloefeee value to a:I expectant na.thers.
freight. The more farsesing railroad affected by his reception yeeterday.
The Bradfield Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ga.
niers, I am glad to tell you, realize His utterances were choked at first
this fact.
and then his lineaments wrinkled in"An investigation of the proposed to one of those ample smiles, that is
Lakes-to-the-Gulf deep waterway is as good as a handclasp in forming a
1 We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
An ill fitting shirt is one of the most annoying things you men have to contend
now in progress under an apprOpria- bend between the speaker and his
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.
with; it puts you in a bad humor every time you put it on. No trouble of that,
tion of the last congress. We shall audience.
or
any sort with our shirts, for they fit you perfectly. We show a great display of
await its results with the keenest inRoosevelt has not cultivated oraINCORPORATED
obviously
of
terest.
The
decision
is
all
the new offerings—brown, blue, black stripes, neat figures in many colors; plain
torical
effects. His one desire seems
Faulk Prat lad Kentacky beset.
Livery sod Searlist Bars.
capital importance to our internal to be to make his words and his
$1.50 up
or stiff bosom, and the prices from
wwm
development and scarcely less so in meaning plain. The readjustment of
relation to external commerce.
his vocal organs after each syllable
Brown 'eats are to be very popular this season, and we mhow a great line; also
Other Projects.
seems to be a conscious effort. He
jUSt lots of gray patterns, too, at
"The coal and oil measures which speaks slowly and distinctly, and he
up
remain are passing rapidly, or have leaves his words to sink in of their
actually passed, into the possession own weight.
The new colorings in neckwear rival anything we have ever seen. Browns, blues,
of great corporations. who acquire
When he digresses from his writpurples, red and blacks, in four-in-hands, ascots and club shapes comprise our
ominous power throegh an unchecked ten speech, he does it for the purpose
offerings _
control of these prime necessities of et emphasis,and not for cot nateness or
50C up
IS BY
modern life; a control without mi- humor. At those times his voice
pervisMn of any kind. We are con- breaks in semi comic fashion, he
suming our forests three times faster cocks his sidewise and pauses with
than ,they are being reproduced. . squinted eyes and parted lips at its
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER
"Our public lands, whose highest
-Clirsai
,
use is to supply homes for pur peonr
,
a11
,
Or
ple. have been and are still being
EAST TENNESSEEJ ELEPHONE COMPANY
taken in great quantities by large
DR. JAINIE8
private owners, to whom home-mak_
Nc
ing is at the very best but a secondary
motive subordinate to the desire for
profit.
,
."We are face to face with the
great fact that the whole future of
the nation is directly at stake in the
They Mop the path
momentous decision which is forced
by realzving the
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resources, or
shall
we conserve
DruazIste
them? There ie no other question
That is not the ruse of pc ar afraid of Japan—all these have much alike."
tury1.4 conclusion.
of equal gravity now before the naFor sale end guaranteed by
All for Roosevelt.
a forensic comedian. Mr. Roosevelt heard satisfactory expressions from
tion.
Is just waiting for signs of full com- the president on this elle and the
I met men from Missouri and Illi"It is the plain duty of those of
PrehensMn, and he seems to be mar- allegiance of the middle west Is once nois here last night, and drummers
us who for the moment are responseshaling his own powers to aid you in more amused this mans who says of who travel through Wisconsin and
bie
.
to make inventory of the natural
grasping his meaning and purpose. himself:
was born in the east; Iowa. They aay the people they
resources which--have been hamPd
When he sees the effect, the quizzical hut I'm a middling good westerner, meet are for Rooseyelt, because they
down to us, to forecast as well as we
expression subsides into the nortnal, I am half northern and half southern like his policies and they don't know
may the needs of the !attire, and so
his head recovers its equilibrium and I am proud of my ancestry on where to turn for a man who
to handle the great sources of our
comand President Roosevelt's mind leaves the one side, as I am of my ancestry bines the same principles with a
prosperity as not to destroy in adFin.
on
the
the
subject,
seemingly
with
a
snap
other.
I
hlve
Indeed,
as
liar
quality
of
vance all hope for the prosperity of
aggressiveness. The
He
doesn't
words,
time,
traveled
through
every
in
waste
feeling
state
third
the
term bugaboo doesn't seem to
our descendants.
or thought.
Union the thing that impresses me frighten them much. I never
•
"As I have said elsewhere, the.
tailed
0
The best way to analyze the effect most about my audiences is their to mention it; but they have figured
conservation of natural iesources is
When you want a prescripsimilarity
one
with
another;
not
their
that
till
out satisfactorily.
of a public speech, perhaps. is to
the fundamental
problem. Unless
tion filled or anything in the
L. V. ARMENTROUT.
we solve that problem it will avail
measure your own feelings at its dissimilarity. We are all pretty
us little to solve all others. To solve
lines carried in a drug store, conclusion, and the impression the
speech left yesterday was that we
• it, the whole nation must undertake
anti want the finest quality
had been talking to President Roosethe task through their organizatioes
velt. The very hesitancy of his exand associations, through the men
and want it at reasonable
whom they have made especially repression when he degreases, his utter
price—phone your needs to
lack of ability or desire to smooth
sponsible for the welfare of the sevover breaks in continuity with oraeral states. and finally ihrough conus. We will promptly det Incorporated.)
gress and the executive. As a prelorical tricks, the commonness of his
inoorpo 1
liver your order free of charge
thoughts,'of his words and of his
The House of Quality.
erninary step, the inland waterways
look, as distinguished from the per(1)113111iFF.1.011
has decided, with
me
to any part of the city. Note
ce
full approval, to call a conference on
einality that stands out In disparagBoth Phones 176.
Broadthe place, fourth and
ing contrast externally with the averthe conservation of natural resources.
age man, commend hint to his audiIncluding! of course, the streams, to
way.
lenee as one of them.
meet in Washington during the coming were This conference ought to
The farmers of Iowa, the men of
be among the moat important gatherthe 'western ranges, the inhabitantsings in our history, isoc .was* have
of the idisslaslppi valles-dtloa thoet
A221.434 P4. IFloaih 8t.,
Phones 787
had a more vital Question to conwho wish to know about the Patterns
alder."
,
canal, those who feared we might all
lennellesegaseeelememom
What Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets
have done for Mr. Schillo they will
do for you.
They not only heal the kidneys, but
they cleanse the blood and keep it

Cleanse Your Kidneys With
Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets

F you make a mistake in your clothier you make a misI take in your clothes; and you can't keep clothes mistakes "quiet." You won't make a mistake if you come to
The New Store. We offer yciu the products of the best readyto-wear tailors in the business--,t one, but a half dozen.

oman's
i
Nghtmare

S18.

$30 To $45

Friend

NEW EXCLUSIVE PAT IERNS IN SHIRTS

THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

TRANSFER MONEY

•

I•

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
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-1c

1

HEAD-ACHE,
mamas

;

415T°41

„91V,F_I_AT MR

BFOADAvC1

l
iliIEaii

1

-ir$

CuRE

Price 110o

HEATING
STOVES

W. B. ITPHERSON

4

"Phone"

Don't forget our cut price sale of
Heating Stoves is now on at our
temporary headquarters, Fifth and
Jefferson, Tate's old stand.

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

L. W. HENNEBERGER CO.
Fifth and Jefferson Sts. Tate's Old Stand

McPHERSON'S
Drag Store.

House wiring, electric plants installed;
Complete machine shop.

p

•

•

e.

Pt*

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4.

A Woman's Back- —
Has many aches and pallet caused by
weak Mete* and failing,or other displacement, of the pelvic organs. Other symptoms of female weakness are
frequen5
headache, dizeinies, imaginary specks or
dark spots floating before the eyes, gnawing eensation in stomach, dragging
or
bearing down in lower abdominal or pelvic
region, disagreeable &ales from pelvic
organs,faint spells with general weakness.
if any considerable numbeeof the above
syrup ens ate present there is no remedy
tb.i1t wNjIve quicker relief or a more perrua4ent II than Dr. Pierce's Favorite
t has a record of over forty
years of cu
et es the nemst _potent
I •ig retitle tunic mid ‘trengtherteng ncrv e newn so mei igal selemce. Deis wade
o ic glyceric extracts or native rnedlei
nal roots found in our forests and contains not a drop of alcohol or harmful, or
habit-forming drugs. Its ingredients are
all printed on the bottle-wrapper and attested under oath as correct.
Every lugrielfent entering into 'Favorite Prescription" has the written en,
dereement of the most eminent medical
writers of all the several schools of practice—more valuable than any amount
of
non-professional testimonials—though the
latter are not lacking, having been contributed voluntarily by grateful patients
to numbers to exceed the endorsements
given to any other medicine extant for
the cure of woman's ills.
You cannot afford to accept any medicine
of unknown composition as a substitute
for this well proven remedy or KNOWN
COMPOSITION,even though the dealer
mil
make a little more profit thereby. Your
Interest in regaining health is paramount
to any selesh interest of his and it is an
insult to your intelligence for him to try
to palm off upon you a substitute. You
knew what you want and-it Is his bustflees to supply the article called
for.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the
original "Little Liver Pills" first put up
by old Dr. Pierce over forty years ago,
Much imitated but never equaled. Little
sugar-coated granules—easy to take as
candy.
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and out of existence. Piles too and
moncl, and the old boy would be glad
excursions on special dates;
chilblains disappear under its healing
gbe 1 pt. and bottle: 10c rebate
to owe yon. You don't need to bother
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
Influence. Guaranteed byeall druggists
about evening toga-plain living and
for bottle.
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
2 ec.
10 days.
high thinking, you know. I'm merely
33C 2 pt. and 'bottle; 10c rebate
and
medicinal purposes, and-you can
going to put on a clean colter and a
For information, apply to
forbottle.
—If you have "planned for yeanr
new tie as stencient for the occasion."
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
not
secure
anything superipr. Sold
to own a hope and
"I'd rather not go, Jack. If you don't
earrlage." why,
Broadway or Union Depot
most
don't you "test the market" with
mind. If I'm there you'll ell be tryeverywh
ere.
J. T. DONOVAN,
ing to talk English or French, and so
want ad? You will probably find that
Agt City Ticket Cake
Pd feel myself rather a daMper on the
heapt Witt so Telepheas Orders. yen can afford thee* thine nowt
R. M.-PRATHER,
entrikany. Resides, I don't know AnySeventh and Broadway.'
Agent Union Depot
thing about sceptics., and I'm trying to
No man ever created' anything

FREE

I

r

FREE TEST
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UNWORLDLY CHURCH

HENRY AMEN, JR.
NEW STATE HOTEL

EMERGENCY

PRESCRIPTIONS

DR. II. T. flessig

R. L. McMurtrie

•

KILLTha COUCH

Dr.King's
New Discovery
Mattresses FOR
f.OUCHS

Gilbert's Drug Store

CITY TRANSFER 10
Olauber's Stable.

CHAFING DISH

TELEPHONE 499

Watch the
Label

NINE SUMMERS OLD

Early Times

• Jack Beam

SAL WINSTEAD

prommompealumomment

4

%,..w•ev,
eisew.r.
,
•....~~".,, rester than htmatif•

This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.

41t,
r

•

—

,...ziessik"nstivitszetmarigr-vrvilert.

1.11.ki

I

Who's Your
Tailor?

W.

1' you

will let us be, we
will guaraii,tee you a perfect fit and satisfaction. taupled with a saving of from 25
to 33'3 per cent on prices of
other tailors.
WE WILL
YOUR

YOUR

SUIT

TO

cheaper than the Broadway
prices on ready made goods.
OVERCOATS, TOO
Why
pay Broadway
prices
for
rcady made overcoats when
we can make one that BItIARS
the MARK

INDIVIDU-

of

ALITY at as little cost.

f you order your suit
or overcoat of us you can
have Exclusive right to
the pa erns you select.
Be oligioal.

r..
•

No Element
of Chance
In Buying
Your
Clothes
Here

HE EXPE(TED, RE
GOT 7 lEADS.

WHAT

4 4411ST WORTHS" 41171(1.1E.

Wh..niii trill,- has toceh
I.
ket for y, is arid gains trl•
car, it Is safe to tall this
worthy one. Sin ti is Ban,I
hound
Syrup
it
posit it el)
i rt.tlffilP and :ill pulmonary diseases
ot the Pent known I t o!,',ants In y
A hi. wrIter
'/..•.r lit.- years my
has nol ..t..11 troubled with the
..we *trio to H.
rehound Syrup
I know It ha IN 1.111111fireti from tunny lock ,ed
J. 11 oehischlateger, Lime
, • a

Special Sale of Men's Fancy Vests
The Samples of an Exclusive Minufacturer.
See wintiew display of Vi.
.;zts worth $1.50, $2 00 and
1.2.50 at, Choice

FRIDAY. OCTOBER la

The following letter, wren by
Intoner now serving seven years te,
robbery, was discovered among records of September criminal court:
1 elll take the pleasure in writelne
to you & to let you no that tie
eon thatI entered a Plea of te,
was that I .was a scared of the jure
as they have bees punishing the boy:
In here so severely. Your Hon. my
charge Was robery & I ask the I•
of your court witch I think 1
et gotten witch I never, so this is e
reason that I am asking you to pleas*
grant me this favor & sit that decieion & fix my punishment your self
I think that you will give me Nettle
so I will close for this time hoping
you wilt grant this favor for me, I
remain Yours Trully,
CHARLIE GAINES

ORDER as cheap and

-

PADUCAH EVENING SIN

Prisoner Said He Pleaded Guilty Because He Had No Confidence
ho Juries.

A

MAKE

LENIENCY

mrit 11W

—if men will continue to buy their
clothes carelessly and entrust
their selections entirely to the salesmen; then it behooves them to
go to a store which is known to be
thoroughly reliable, and is noted for
clothes of character. This house
acquired vokinfr by beginning with
and maintaining, quality, and we
sly now, as we have repeatedly said
in the past, that it makes little
difference fsom what line you
select your clothes in this store- they arc all good and no clement
of chance enters into your purchase

S1100

Better grades at 61,25, $1 50, $2.00, 12.50 and 113 00.
Ere Fano). Vests on Broadway at 15—our price
See Funny Vests on Breadway
See

Funny Vests on

50
2.00

14—our price

Broadway at 13 -our price

THE MODEL

....—

1.50

Buientss veys brisk on the e'
today. the 'boats and their •
whet laid off yesterday to attend
big celebration at Cairo resumli..
their regular work today.
The aceumulation of two daY freight caused the Dunbar to get t.
iate this morning and when ent•
finally ready for the start to
the boat was loaded to the guaryle.
The City of Saltelo is late on her
return trip to the Tennessee from Se
Louis and will not reach Paducah before tomorrow.

1 1 2 South
Z:econd
t.

Paducah's Cheap Cash Store.
We gi‘e Trading Stamps.

—If you ai t• oue of the folk.. n ho
telveitised",, and who -never
read% the adeertiecaeestiee try to find
.
a man meneoheie %%Ito lute never taken a Ode in it railway vain— and
%.`e if tlee I
att.
man) things
tiot
about uhbln yi'u:. bletia nue in bar1114.111y. (
S.
`W. you are not
the man ne ttienn—amd. •-•i•i• if you
an% don't like the above milky, fot
.;•!
huti
%ow. t
“tlel er

Get a set of Dishes

Free.

OM Reward.
The city Republican Campaign
committee will pay-42-5.--ter say evidence leading to the proseention and
conviction of any one gui:ty of buying or disposing of registration certificates.
F. C. HOOVER, Secretary.

Roxboro suits and overcoats
are beyond any reproach.
They set the standard for
clothes excellence in this country and are worth rely
penny asked for them. : :

The Settee) caneYJ the East St.
Louis Commercial club up the rive,
to meet the president on the ocease
of his visit to St. Louis.
The Kentucky came In last fir
front the Tennessee and will he
heie until Saturday before g,
away on her return trip.
The Buttorff is again late in gi
Sermons prepeled for the eers Bevtine in from Kvansville. She was ii
gy t beyond then).
In here last night.
ant
Tvhiue
eJote
ode'o
a y•ler is due in from E,

Che Kentucky Che Kentucky
a
TONIGHT Tue-a
t0
111
OCTOBER
Look Who's Corning

MISS DORA WOODRUFF
And the Famous

Dora Woodruff
Stock Co,

"KING OF THE
CATTLE RING"
ll.litelir. (llama

of the 0:4•31

ei eel.

It

It.Ill

I IAMER OF THE It 1\

_
25 -- FOLKS • 25
8 Big Specialtii?s 8
Supe—eb Band and Orche,tra.
Limited First 300 Seats

The Sprague is still tied up over
at the island waiting for a more favorable stage of water before
on her way up the Ohio with
of light coal bargee.
The new stacks have been pia..
poietion on the Chancy Lamb a'
she el:I soon be ready to take up le
regiear work of bringing ties out
the Tennessee river.
The Blue Spot is In from the Tennessee river with a tow of ties.
The Henrietta is on the ways for
repairs.
The Cowling came el fn. Metro,
olie this morning after a day's lay (
her regular ian te carry an exult
shin to Cairo.
The Royal was In and out on en
zoday, carrying a good business
nottr-trps.
The towboats Castilla and Ennie •
South left yesterday for Illg Rend shoats
essIst in the eork of raising the
Duffy.
The stage today was 7.9, a fall of
0.2.

A Story of the
"COW" Country.

PDX -30R0
MEN'S SUITS

$20 TO $50

ROXBORO
YOUTHS' SUITS.

$18 TO $30

R XBORO
OVERCOATS

$20 TO $40

•

We carry many other thoroughly
reliable lines, which .we unhesitatingly recommend for 'those
who wish lower priced garnients

SUITS AND
OVERCOATS

$7.50 TO $1 8

10.4

Keiser Cravats
Kn.o.r and Ludlow Hats
Star and Clmett Shirts
Manhattan. Waistcoats
Dent's and Rennier's
Imported Gloves

I
leKeleleeeeeeelegereeseese•CeleleeIeeeeseeleei;;
MAYFIELD.

4
'..:
....-.......K.70.:..70.2else.4...-.**40-xxi
0.x.:•-•.-:
,
:,

25. 35, 50. 75('entie

A wedding with a romantic tinge
occurred
in
Mayfield
Wednesday
evening when George D. Wadleigh
of l'ine Bluff. Ark., a as married to
Miss May Jackeon. of St. Louis, Rey'
C. A. Warterfield
uCtxn0eo
officiated.
%%cite lecnse
The
a
groom is a treveling salesman for the
07,4
Merit Manufacturing company of tlre
•-".••••
city, anti by appointment met his lady
love in this city. Mr. Wadleigh War
to have met his intended bride In Pa.
3a9 AND BROADWAY
Micah. but as the trains and ill luck
A. J. Spencer
CLOTME5
ESTABLISHED /868
one Performance
eould have it their way, he missed
Submits
her and she came en to Mayfield. Site
ERNEST HURRINGTON
was found rt Hotel Hall and the two
The Delightful Comedy Drama
secured a conveyance, giving the
Offers the Great Drama
•
'WISE
With Music
driver instruetione to go to the home
of Deput y-tekieneyeelerit Owear-ftemese
to.secure the license. Inetead the
her son. and Was in good health until
The body was prepared for burial and hips. He was
brought to the city
driver went to the home of Hon Toni
me week ago when attacked by what and today at noon was taken to this morning and
placed in the I. C.
George, one mile In the country
was thought to be a severe cold, Sturgis, aceompaneed by Mr. Elijah hospital.
This made the second fruitless trip
which later developed into the most Cross, who will attend the funeral.
hut matters were finally
serious of diseases.
Two Little (1111dren.
arranged
A Criminal Attack
and they were made man and wife.-- DIES AT HOME OF HER SON, PAKatie Ford, five years old, daugh- on
Mrs. Crow was born in Shelby
an inoffensive citizen Is
frequentI It'71111at Vied
TItol,MIN CROSS.
front Merit. (Novelle/1i Meteenger.
county, 79 years ago, and forty years ter of Mr. W. M. Ford. of Sharp ly made In
that apparently useless
While in the city Wedueeday Hon.
ago remoyed to Stu is to reside. She Marshall county, died last night of little tube called
etinderful
el, eel'
the "appendix." ICe
John R. Ray informed a reporter that
was prominent ducl5opular among a diphtheria. and was buried this after- generally the
result of protraetea
he was no longer a candidate for the
wide circle of friends, and in her noon in Hodgeofield cemetery.
constipatIOn, following liver
Something new under the sun.
Was Visiting Her son When She Was church, the Presbyteri
state senate.
torpor.
The four-months-old daughter of Dr. King's
an. was an unNew Life Pills regulate
Mrs.
Pneumon
the
Strieken
ia—
Bettie
With
Singleton.
who canceasing worker. Two weeks ago she Mr. D. B, Sills, of the Burgess road liver, prevent
With a magnificent production of MISS BEATRICE HARRINGTON As
appendicitis. and etducted a boarding house on West
Two Little Ones.
In
the
county,
died
this
morning
came
of
to
Paducah
to
visit
her
son.
tablish
NINA
regular habits of the
scenery. costumes and effects.
Water street has moved to Paducah
bowels..
Mrs. Cross leaves the following stomach trouble, and was hurled this 25c.
25 IN THE CAST AND F. NI.(OGGFAHA1.1, AS FAIR()
afternoon
in
the
cemetery
Bell
children: Messrs. Elijah Orme, Pa
decal%; Robert. Crass, Sturgis:'J. W FOR M.11.X.
ROMANI
Including the clever
\I re America Cross. 74 y-ears
Ftkatba/i SCOrea,
Cross, Princeton. and Mesdames hula
Sly residence. 21)12 West •Jeffer
Bridge enrpenter Hurt
:
Comedienne,
Yale 25..
one of the oldest residents of Palo*
Wesleyan, *0
11111tehiew:
Ion Meese: Five rooms. hall. 'porches,
G. 0. Simmons, 30 years old.
• Suppoeled by a superb company.
Harvard b
Howdoin, 0'
bathroom and pantry. Newly painted. county, died at the home or her fnft Jostle Jones and Mrs Emma Wool- bridge carpenter employed at
Bar- Cornell 22
eatrolman Elijah Croat. of 1015 dridge, of Sturgis. She leases a sis- low on the Cairo
Hamilton, 0
Rest reeident location in city,
extension of the Illi- Dartmouth 0
Tele. Jackson
ter and brothel' in Louisville. They nois
/greet, this isvOrnisig at
Vermont, 0
front a scaffold this Brown 6
Prices, 25. 35 and 50 Cents phone Home 'phone No. 1023. Also o'clock of pneumonia
M A C ,0
, after a week's are Mrs Cynthia Mitten rine M. J morning • about
nicest MSc. 85c, ntsc sad 73e.
o'clock at Barlow Better
i temsehold garniture.
J. E. Baker, illness. birr.troes was on a visit to W. Adams.
Williston. 0
and pal-aunty bruised hie shoulders
•
Normal 6
..I11. Wesleyan, 0
..it. 4lontlay tit I) a. Ia.

Wednesday,

Monday, Oct, 1 October 9.

Anita, the "The Vendetta"
Singing Girl

MRS. CROSS

[VA WESTCOTT PiticEw
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•

•

